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From: Hiss Marlon E. Hartin, Commissioner of Labor and Industry 
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Your Exce 11 ency: 
During the biennium, the Department of Labor and [ndustry has carried on 
Its traditional functions and those Imposed upon ft by law. An Organization 
Chart is attached. Exh I b t t 11A11 • 
The staffing of the Department as of July 1, 1962 is as follows: 
Madge E. Ames 
George L. Bates 
Judith A. Bridges 
Marjorie A. Clark 
Herbert S. Edgecomb 
Joseph W. Emerson 
Pauline Gilpatrick 
Shirley A. Harvey 
Marguerite T. Ingham 
Ralph L. Langille 
Waldo E. Lincoln 
Pau 1 K. lovej oy 
Dav Id W. Mi 11 s 
Arthur F. Mlnchin 
Margaret E. Millett 
Ralph T. Park · 
Marion T. Pine 
C. WI lder Smith 
Paula M. Umberhind 
WI lbur C. Weeks 
Mr. Smith, the Deputy Col111llssloner, came with the Department on May 12, 1961 
as the successor to Mr. Carl T. Russell who had served in that post for 19! years, 
retiring for age. During that period, he had worked conscientiously and diligently, 
discharging his duties willingly and with dispatch. · It is most appropriate to have 
the records show that his services were appreciated not only by the Convnissioner 
and the pub 11 c bu.t by the staff as we 11 • 
Also during this period, the following transferred to other departments or 
retired from State service and their replacements are: 
Dorothy G rotton rep 1 aced by. Pau 1 a Umberh 1·nd 
Andrea Walter 11 11 Crystal Heald 
Crystal Heald " u Marjorie Clark 
Carl Russe 11 ° 11 C. Wilder Smith 
T. T. Trott, Jr. 11 " Wilbur C. Weeks (Budget Offl ce) 
George Walsh u II Pauline GI lpatrick (Promotion) 
Pauline Gi lpatrlck 11 11 Margaret H·111ett (Education) 
Geraldine Smith 11 " Judith Holmes Bridges 
Waldo Lincoln and leorge Bates new positions 
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR & INDUSTRY 
O R G A N I Z A T I O N C H A R T - May, 1962 
Appropriations 3410 .l! and 7906 {Activity numben where 
appropria.te are shown in parenthesis) 
Total Number or Persona 21 il 
r-1 C O M M I S S I O N ~ -R. L! ... ·L. (10) I I 
..::.....,.------
I- I D E PU TY (10) C O M M I S S I O N E R .. 
L 
t 
ADMINISTRATIVE ( 10) 
CS III - Chief Clerk 
CS II - S eoretary 
RESEARCH cl STATIS'l'ICS ( 15) 
Stat1st1o1an III ... Director 
Labor Inveati•tor 
I 
. r -BOARD OF BOILF..A. RULES 
J-- a.64 c.ao as 
i 5 Members 
(30} 
i 
i --- --·---------· 
-~ BOARD OF ELEVATOR RJL~ ('10) 
s.ll.5 c.&> as 
5 Members 
r-- - --- ----· 
CS I - Ut1111iY Cleric 
Marlon E. Martin, Conm1ss1oner 
C. Wilder Smith, Deputy CommlBSlonar 
Marion T. Pine, Chief Clerk 
WU'tur C. Weeks, Director, Researob & Stat. 
Al"thu' P. M1noh1n, Direotor, Industrial 
Safety 
Madge E. Ames, Direotor, Women, Child Labor 
and Minimum Wage 
Ralph L. ldln81lle, Chief lnapeotor ot Boilers 
Joseph w. Emerson, Supervising Inspector ot 
Eleva.tor• 
CS III 
CS II - Seoretary 
BOARD OF CONSTRUCTION SAFffl 
RULES AND REGULATIONS (25) 
a.SSA C «30 RS 
-, 
i 
-j 
8 Members /4 . . f 
------ -, . 
BOARD OP ARBITRATION rj 
AND CONCILIATION { SO) , 
s.15 C.30 RS 
8 Members 
a. .A.lhl"l'lA+~AA...___ ~ - . . . . 
·· -·1 r BOILER (30) j! 1 r· _EL_ilL\_TOR_(_70~-)--l.]-5-
I Chief Inapeotor ot Bo1lal'8 I 
WOMm & CHILD LABOR 
AND MINIMUM WAGE (20) 
INOOSTRIAL SAffl'Y ( 40) /,! ~- BED._ l>_IN_G_&_UPHOLSTERED 
iURNITURE (APPROP: 7906) 
Deputy Commiseioner 1s also 
Inspector of Bedding and 
Upholstered Furniture and i 
part ot his salary is oharge<l 
here (Dediaated Revewe) I 
Dlreo'tor of Industrial Satety 
Deputy Inapeotol' 
1 CS II 
Supervising Insputor ot 
Elevators 
Deputy Inspector 
CS I 
Labor Investigation Supel"Viso 
2 - Labor Investigators I 3 - Industrial Safety Inapeotors CS II 
i 
I 
i I I l 
·· - - -- ------
I ___ _ 
--- - ·, 1 
Commlsdoner ls ex ottioio member of Industr1al Aoo1dent Commission and statutory oha.lrman of the Boller and Elewa.tor Boards 
All general f'und appropriations except Activity ?O vhloh is partie.11.,Y on dedioated revenue 
lnoludes Comudsaioner, excludes Boa.rd Members 
C01111Dissloner ls currently Chairman ( eleotl ve) 
The Ch1et Inspeotor of' Boilers serves aa Deputy Elevator Inspeo'tor and the Supervising Inspector of Eleva.tors serves aa Deputy Boller In.epeotor 
One Incllstrial Safety Inspeotor- oomes under Aot. 25 - Conatruotion, and his awy and travel are olarged to 88me• 
m 
x 
:,-
0--
rt-
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Research 
During the biennium, we have had a change of Director of the Research and 
Statistics Division, Hr. Trott having transferred on September 29, 1961 to the 
Maine Employment Security Commission as Director of Economic Analysis and Research, 
and Mr. Weeks came to us from the Sudg~t Office. 
Hr. Walsh, who had charge of the · lnjury Reports, transferred on April 6, 1962 
to the Health and Welfare Department and that activity has been carried on by 
Mrs. Pauline Gilpatrick under the direct supervision of Hr. Weeks. The adjustments 
made necessary by the change of personnel are behind us and the Division is now · 
functioning efficiently, adequate)y and promptly. 
Construction Safety 
The appropriation for an Inspector for compliance with the Construction 
Safety Rules and Regulations and for the promotion of safety in construction 
activities was effective on September 1961. The position was filled by Mr. 
George Bates on July 10, 1961. we .are hopeful that through his efforts that 
we will have a much improved safety record In the construction field than 
formerly. He ts conducting a continual educational program whfch promises to 
bring good results. 
Boiler and Elevator Divisions 
During the biennium, we have reorganized the oiler and Elevator Divisions 
which formerly operated as one division. The amount of detail required by the 
licensing and inspecting of boilers and elevators demanded more time .in the 
office than the Chief Inspector was ble to give. On September 20, 1961, by 
Council Order, this division was separated into a Boiler Division and an Elevator 
Division. Mr. langl11e, formerly Chief Inspector of both, maintains his position 
as Chief Boller Inspector and Mr. Emerson, formerly the Deputy Inspector of 
Bol lers continues as Dep.uty [nspector of Boilers. The Elevator Division was set 
up with Mr. Emerson as Supervising tnspector and Mr. Langi11e as Deputy Inspector. 
Both are qualified In both flelds with the result that the field work Is carried 
on by either and if one is out of the office, the other is in the office and 
available for consultation In both fields. It is proving to be an efficient way 
of operation with the duties and responsibilities fully spe11ed out. 
Boards• Convntsstons 
fn addition to our regular staff, the Department is set up with three Boards 
that have the power to make safety rules and regulations. The lists of the 
Boards and their membership follows: 
Board of Boiler Rules 
Marion E. Hartin, Chairman 
Hr. Frank E. McKell, East Htlllnocket, Maine 
Mr. LeRoy E. Verrill, Gray, Haine 
Mr. Henry F. Henderson, Cumberland Center, Maine 
Mr. Edward J. Fertig, Gentle Cove, Pemaqutd 
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Board of Elevator Rules 
Marlon E. Hartin, Chairman 
Mr. Dana Bowker, Portland 
Hr. Delbert B. Boswworth, Portland 
Mr. Arthur Cummings, Auburn 
*Marlon E. Martin, Commissioner, Labor and Industry 
*Geo.rge F. Mahoney, Conmisstoner; Insurance Department 
*Statutory 
Construction· Board 
Marion E. Hartin, Chairman 
Mr. Erik Sanders, Portland 
Hr. William Salter, Augusta 
Hr. Albert B. Camire, Bangor 
Hr. Walter Reynolds, Sidney 
Hr. Albert C. Hodson, Portland 
Prof. Weston S. Evans, Orono 
*Marion E. Hartin, Comnlssioner, Labor and Industry 
~eorge F. Mahoney, Commissioner, [nsurance 
*Statutory 
The State Is indeed indebted to the members who serve on these Boards without 
pay as only their expenses are assumed by the Department. The rules that they have 
adopted have gained national recognition for their soundness as ts evidenced by 
the number of requests that we have from other states for copies of the rules which 
they have adopted after public hearing. Exhibits j, .£., and _2. 
During the biennium, there have been two public hearings and meetings of 
the Boller Board; two of the Elevator Board, and five public hearings and six 
Board Meetings of the Construction Board. 
(n addition, the Board of Arbitration and Conciliation fs composed of the 
fo I lowing: 
Board of Arbitration and Conciliation 
Chr. *Mr. Edmund P. Wells, Public Augusta 
Sec. Hr. John H. Conley, Jr., Management Bath 
Hr. Michael Schoonjans, Labor Biddeford 
*Mr. Wells succeeded Mr. DollQff resigned as of June 14, 1962 
Alternates: 
Rev. John Brett Fort, Bangor 
Mr. Robert O. Brown, Fairfield 
Mr. Albert Page, Portland 
During the biennium, their services were used in eight cases and the total 
expense was $1,088.34 for 1960-61 and $1,862.27 for 1961-62. 
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Their approprfatlon of $900 was overexpended in both years and the difference 
was absorbed by ~he Department of Labor and Industry. Their reports are attached. 
Exhibits I & £. {Pages 5 through 11) . · 
Thelr services are requested specifically In the labor-management relations 
field and we assist the parties by providing whatever service seems to be indi-
cated, whether it be the Board of Arbitration and Conciliation, the Mediation 
Service, the Federal Service, or none. 
We can we11 boast of the excellent labor-management relations that prevail 
within the State. It Is our philosophy that the good relations are the result 
of two things -- (1) the mature attitude of the parties directly involved; and 
(2) that the State does not insert itself into the situation unless there is a 
problem that cannot be solved without the intercession of a third party. 
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Exhi bl t .! 
To: Miss Marlon· E. Hartin, Commissioner of Labor and Industry . 
I 
From: John H. Conley, Jr., Secretary - Board of Arbitration, Conciliation 
Re: . Annual R~port - July 2, 1960 to July 1, 1961 
In accordance with Section 15 . of the Labor Laws of M l·n~ ·~s revised In 1959, 
the oard was organized at a meeting held fn the third week of .. Octobef 1960 and 
immediately proceeded. ·to set up necessary procedures as .requtr:ed in .ke~ping ,wl th 
the individual ·responsibilities of the Board members. · 
The first need f~r the Board'-s ·se.rvice$ ~as dlrec~ed. :to Mr.' Maynard C. ·Doi loff, 
Chairman of the Board, who was requested to name an arbitrator under the terms of 
an existing agreement between the Pen~bscot Poultry Company·, Inc., and the Amalgamated 
Heat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of N8rth American, Local No. 385, AFL-CIO, and Truck 
Drivers, Warehousemen and Helpers, local No. 340, affiliated with the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and HeJpers of America. Chairman 
Dolloff named Judge Albert eltveau of Rumford, Maine, to serve the p rtles to the 
contract. 
In April 1961, the Board was requested by Governor John H. Reed to sit in as 
observers on the .current negotiations for a new labor contract between the Haine 
Truckers Association and the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, 
Warehousemen and Helpers of America, local No. 340. In view of the serious economic 
consequences that a strike could make upon the everyday lives of Haine citizens, 
Governor Reed wanted current firsthand reports as to the progress of these negotiations, 
which the Board was able to afford htm on a day by day basis. 
On l\pril 27, the Board was requested to act s a board of conciliation and 
proceeded to offer any and all assistance possible up to and including the successful 
consu1T111atlon of the labor negotiations, which took place on Aprfl 28, 1961. James 
Hoffa, International President of the Teamsters, was the chief spokesman for the 
union and Gerald Cole was chairman of the Maine Truckers Association negotiating 
committee. 
On May 10 and 18 respectively, hearings and conferences were held In connection 
with arbitration cases· before the Board involving the J. J ·. Nissen Company and certain 
of its employees and the Bakery and Confectionery Workers International Union of 
America, Local No. 334, Portland, Maine. Decfstons tn these arbitration matters were 
handed down by the Board June 14, 1961. One of the decisions, involving a vacation 
grievance, was adjusted in favor of the company. The other matter, Involving a 
required work time for part-time employees under the terms of the existing contract, 
was resolved In favor of five aggrieved employees. 
The Board's latest activity was to participate In a labor-management seminar 
sponsored by Chairman Maynard Dolloff and Hiss Marlon E. Hartin, COl11llfssloner of 
Labor and Industry, with representatives from the Federal Mediation Service of the 
U. S. Department of Labor, the National Labor Relations Board and the Landrum-Griffin 
section of the U.S. labor Department. This was a most Informative and constructive 
session and gave the Board the opportunity to exchange thinking and to absorb the trends 
in the various fields of the labor-management area. 
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The past year Indicates, In the opinion of the Board, that management-1 bor 
relations i.n Maine are again In a healthy condition and further points to an 
even· stronger relationship and understanding of the problems of both labor and 
management tn the immediate years before us. 
lt is the earnest hope of the Board that It has and will continue to fulfill 
Its duties and responsibilities and that it may have, in some small measure, con-
tributed to the harmonious labor relations whtch exist In our own State of Haine. 
July 1, 1961 
Respectfully submitted, 
MAINE STATE BOARD OF 
ARB[TRATION AND CONCILIATlON 
SI Maynard C. Dolloff 
SI John M. Conley, Jr. 
SI Michael Schoonians 
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Exhi bl t f 
To: Miss Marlon E. Martin, Commissioner of Labor and Industry 
From: John ,M. Conley, Jr., Secretary - Board of Arbitration & Conciliation 
Re: Annual Report - July 2., 1961 to July 1 .. , 1962 
In accordance wl th Sect Ion 15 of the Labor Laws of Haine as ··revised 
In 1959, the Board was properly organized and did set up ne,ce~sary 
functional procedures. 
The first need for the Board's services in the period .covered by this 
report was In the matter of the J. J. Nissen Company and the Bakery and 
Confectionery Workers International Union of America, Local 334, request 
for the Board to act as arbitrators involving discharge by the company 
of a Mrs. Therese Hemingway on Thursday, July 6, 1961. The company's 
reason for discharge was her past record of tardiness and absenteeism. 
Article XI of the labor agreement between the company and the union 
dealt with the matter of discharge, which gave the company the right to 
discharge, except It was prohi~lted from discharging any employee 1'wlthout 
Just cause11 • Therefore, the question for the Board to rule on was whether 
or not the discharge of Mrs. Hemingway by the company was for Just cause. 
The Board found that Mrs. Hemingway's discharge was wlthout Just cause; 
however, It did not reeonwnend damages by reason of back pay because of such 
discharge In view of the lack of responsibility on the part .of the aggrieved 
employee in Informing the company of her whereabouts and availability when 
needed. 
On the same day the Board met with the Wasco Products Company (American 
Cyanamid) and the Sheet Metal Workers of America, Local No. 515, who had 
been on strike since July 13, 1961. The company employed and the union 
represented 250 employees who were engaged In a work stoppage. The strike 
was finally settled on Tuesday, August 8, by agreement with the company and 
the unfon, and the new labor agreement was approved the same evening by the 
membership of the union. 
The principal areas of dispute were union security, management functions, 
hours of work, vacations, holidays, wage schedules and a general lncrease. 
The strike was orderly at all times and there were no Incidents that were 
unpleasant to the labor organization, the company or the convnuntty. 
On Thursday, July 27, the Board was called in to conduct an arbitration 
he ring Involving the First National Stores, Inc., and the Bakery and Confec-
tionery Workers International Union of America, Local 334. This matter re-
volved around the dispute of two employees who were allegedly fighting during 
company w:>rklng hours, whlc~s in violation of company rules. After a 
hearing on all the facts, wherein witnesses from both sides were given the 
opportunity to present their respective cases, the Board awarded in favor of 
the company and that the discharges were proper and should be sustained. 
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On August · 10, 1961, the Board was ca 1 led ,in to act as . a board of 
cone i 1i at ton in the matter of the · ·Casco Bay L.i nes, lnc., and J ts emp 1 oyees. 
The employees were not represented by a union, but did appoint two 
representatives, naming Mr. Willi am L. Taylor ·and Mr. Donald· L. Work. The 
company was represented by Its vice · presfdent ·and general manager, ·Hr. Peter 
T . Mc Laugi I n • · 
,~fter a discussion of their differences , which were vast ·and emphasizing 
wages and fringe · benefits, the part l es · agreed . after an a 11-day and a 11-n i ght 
session to adopt a suggest ton by the Board ·and have the dtspute ' arbitrated. 
A date was se.lected and voluntary agreement · executed and sighed by the 
parties for the necessary rbftratfon. 
The arbltrat.lon hearing was held on ·August 16 at 10:oo·a.m. in the 
Eastland Hotel, Portland. This was a forma-1 arbitration with witnesses being 
sworn ln. The proceedlnts were taken by an experienced court stenographer 
and both sides given a chance for rebuttal. The Board, before making Its 
decision and findings, made extensive surveys of comp rable work being 
performed by the · employees of Casco Bay Llnes ·and other important data 
studies. 
On August 3,1 the Board rendered a unanimous decision, contaln·ing the 
fo 1 lowing: 
( 1) Wages 
Captains and Engineers 
$1.50 an hour straight time 
$1.60 an hour overtime 
BERKLEY Purser 
$1.30 an hour straight time 
$1.40 an hour overtime 
Pursers 
$1.25 an hour straight time 
$1.35 an hour overtime 
Deck Hands 
$1.10 an hour straight time 
$1.20 an hour overtime 
Permanent Office Help 
$1.25 an hour straight time 
Overtime regulated by Federal 
Wage and Hour requirements 
Maintenance Man 
$1.35 an hour straight time 
Overtime regulated by Federal 
Wage and Hour requirements 
(2) The request by the employees for time and one-third for hours 
over and above 48 hours was denied. The Board's position was that the 
increase and overtime rate, wagewise, was indicated above and, in view of 
the company's economic condition, should not be altered or revised. 
-8-
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(3) One day's pay (eight hours) for the night run -- The Board 
concluded that this present practice by the company of paying its employees 
for the n~t run should be continued. 
(4) Men would be paid for positions hired ·at all times -- The oard 
denied this request of the employees. We belfeved that with the small 
number of employees Involved the company should have f1extbl11ty In its 
Job assignments, which, for the permanent employees of the company, would 
present an advantage to them in times of reductions in force. 
(5) The rate of pay for the following holidays should be paid at time 
and one-half when worked: New Year's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, 
Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day -- This request was awarded tn 
full for these holidays specified at the rate of time and one-half in view 
of the wide, current general practice for the payment of these holidays at 
time and one-half by both large and small employers alike. 
(6) Anyone called in to work and working under four hours should 
receive a half day's pay. One-half day's pay should be four hours. -- This 
request was granted to the employees with the following qualifications. We 
had to construe that this request meant called in to work for assignments 
other than an employee's regular work hours or shift. With this in mind, 
the following should apply under such call-in circumstances: An employee 
who was called in to work and who reported at the time specified should 
receive not less than four hours' pay, unless before he should have worked 
four hours, he should voluntarily quit, or work was suspended by reason of 
bad weather, breakdown of machinery, or other cause beyond the control of 
management. 
For the direction of the parties, the Board wished to cite that It was 
not intended that the above should apply In cases of straight overtime. 
Straight overtime cases, according to our meaning, came within the area 
wherein an employee is notified before leaving his regular shift that he is 
to report back for overtime duty. Such would not be applicable If an employee 
had completed his regular shift or scheduled work hours and then after 
returning home was notified or received word that he was to report back for 
assignment by the company. 
(7) Help working a consecutive year or more should receive a two 
weeks' vacation at their basic pay rate based on a 48-hour week -- The 
Board concluded that the then vacation practice based on a 54-hour week 
should be continued without change. 
Chairman Maynard C. Dolloff received a request from the Penobscot 
Poultry Company on August 28, 1961, for the appointment of an arbiter 
involving several contract Interpretations that were in dispute. Hr. 
Dolloff. after consulting with all Board members, submitted several names 
to the respective parties to the labor agreement. 
-9-
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The Boa~d was again ca11ed in to act as arbitrators ln a hearing 
between the J. J. Nissen Company nd the Bakery and Confectionery Workers 
lnternatlonal Union of America, Local 334, on November 6, 1961. This 
hearing was held at the Eastland Hotel tn Portland. 
The dispute in question was the interpretation of the work week in 
respect to a lack of a lunch break that was alleged by several employees 
of the company to have been provided for in Article V( of the then 
collective bargaining agreement between the company and the union. The 
employees claimed that they were entitled to ·two and one-half hours total 
per week damages from the employer for not receiving compensation for an 
alleged one-half hour lunch break per shift. 
Article Vt of the agreement was entitled ttLunch Periods" and dealt 
with the matter of schedules for lunch periods as to when the lunch periods 
should have been taken, the amount of lunch period that should be provided, 
and the penalty on the employer ff he could not or would not grant the 
lunch period within the given time. Therefore, the question then that the 
Board was asked to rule on was whether or not the company violated Article 
VI of the bargaining agreement. 
The decision and award of the Board, after a consideration of all the 
facts as they viewed them,· was that no retroactive pay should be awarded to 
the employees, since the company's a>nduct of the lunch period program was 
completely within the wording and meaning of Articles VJ and IX of the 
bargaining agreement. 
It may be of Interest to all concerned with this report that a 
conference on labor-management relations was held by the School of Business 
Administration of the University of Maine on December 14 and 15 on the 
Orono campus. Members of the Board, as well as Miss Marion E. Hartin, 
Commissioner of Labor and Industry, participated very actively in what 
was considered one of the most successful conferences of this type held 
in this state for many years. We are sure that the results of this 
conference were both Informative and constructive to employers and labor 
organizations. 
Once again, on January 17, 1962, the Board's servrces were requested 
by the J. J. Nissen Company and the Bakery And Confectionery Workers 
International Union of America, Local 334, Involving an interpretation of 
the labor agreement as a result of three grievances submitted by employees 
of the Brewer, Maine, plant of the J. J. Nissen Company in respect to the 
matter of seniority rights. 
Witnesses were heard from the union and. the company, the employees 
were given an opportunity to testify, and all sides were afforded a chance 
for expression and rebuttal. The Board found in favor of all theee employees 
and reinstated their seniority rights In accordance wtth their respective 
claims. 
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[n the matter -of the Textile Workers Union of America, AFL-ClO, and 
the Dunegan Woo1en Mills of Old Town, Mafne, the Board was requested by 
Mr. Denis A. B1als, manager of the Lewiston Joint Board of, the Textile 
orkers Union of America, AFL-CIO, to act as a board of arbitration on the 
matter of wages, vacation pay, hospital •nd surgical Insurance, and 
continuation of dues check-off provisions. 
The Board, th'rough its secretary, contacted the comp~ny t~rough ~ ts 
plant manager, Mr. Hodell, in respect to vo1untary arbitration and was 
informed that the company did not desire to have the issues arbitrated. 
Accordingly, the Board's services were not utilized in this matte~. 
Due to · the resignation of Maynard C. Dolloff, Chairman of the Board, 
the Executive Council approved Governor John H. Reed's appointment of 
Edmund P. Wells, who succeeded Hr • . Dolloff as chairman on June 1~, 1962. 
Although the period covering this report, indicates that the services 
of the Board were used more frequently than In past years, It ts the belief 
of the Board that management-labor relations in Maine are still In a healthy 
condition, and the future of this relationship appears to be excellent. 
This view is supported by the fact that although our activity increased, 
there were no long work stoppages which seriously affected the e.conomy of 
Maine citizens to any noticeable extent. 
ft is the earnest hope of the Board that ft has and will continue to 
fulfill Its duties and responsibilities, and that It may have, in some small 
measure, contr·lbuted to the harmonious labor. relations which ex.1st tn o~r 
own State .of Ma I ne. 
Respectfully submitted, 
MAINE STATE BOARD OF , , 
ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATlON 
f I ' I 
SI E. P. Wells 
Chairman 
SI John H. Conley, Jr. 
Secretary 
SI Mi chae 1 Schoon i ans · 
Member 
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Legislative Action 
During the 1961 session of the Legislature, the following action was taken 
of concern to the Department: 
(1) Minimum Wage Law - The law was amended to clarify certain inconsistencies 
to change the exemptipns , to require employers to keep accurate records, and to 
give the Department authority to inspect records without first receiving a written 
complaint. · 
(2) Right-to-Work Law - The measure was defeated by the Legislature. As 
Commissioner, [ testified in opposition to the measure and a copy of my testimony 
is attached. Exhibit.§. - p. 14-18. 
(3) Appropriations - Our appropriations were Increased from $187,794.00 to 
$216, 176.00, and our staffing pattern was fncreased by two. 
(4) Jndustria1 Safety - The Department was unsuccessful in fts efforts to amend 
the Industrial Safety Law to give broader coverage. 
(.5) Others - In other legislation which was adopted were minor amendments to 
our already existing laws. 
Legislative Needs 
1 will not go into detail of the various Dt vistons' activities because the 
Reports from the Division Chiefs are an Integral part of this Report, but I would_ 
point out that the Divisions of Industrial Safety, Minimum Wage, Women and Child 
Labor, Boll er and Elevator, all request needed amendments to their laws which I 
heartily endorse and reconvnend for your consideration. 
(1) That the Industrial Safety Law which presently is confined to specific 
hazards in manufacturing and mechanical ·establishments should be broadened to 
give the Department jurisdiction over all hazards in such establishments; and 
in additfon, ·that the law be broadened to cover all work places. 
(2) That the Minimum Wage and hours for work for women laws be broadened 
to cover those employed In nursing homes. · The economic Impact, as pointed out 
in Miss Ames' Report, would be of minor consequence but it would serve as a 
protection to the employees engaged therein and would relieve the unfair com-
petitive position that the employers who set good standards tn such establishments 
are continuously meeting by those who pay low wages or work excessive hours. 
(3) That the Child Labor Laws be broadened to include three of the most 
hazardous Industries under the Hazardous Occupation Law and a 16~year old minimum 
age for employment be established. They are construction, logging and tree surgery. 
At the present time, minors under 16 may not work in manufacturing and mechanical 
estab li shments where the accident rate and exposures to hazards are much less than 
in construction, logging and tree surgery. A minor under 14 may not work in 
retail establishments, but as far as our law is concerned, he can work In construction, 
logging or tree surgery at any age. Certainly this situation needs correction. 
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(4) That the Elevator Law be broadened to include coverage of elevators in 
agricultural establishments. The only .tlllfi fatalities that have been reportad as 
caused by elevators s ince the Elevator Law was adopted occurred in such establish-
ments and could have been prevented if minimum standards of safety had been observed. 
(5) That the Boller Law be broadened to cover low pressure steam heating 
boilers, hot water supply and hot water heating boilers located in establishments 
used by the public. Ou r present law covers all high pressure boilers and low 
pressure steam heating, hot water supply and hot water heating boilers located in 
schoolhouses or municipally owned buildings. Our initial Inspections of 1,828 
low pressure boilers developed that 2,466 conditions were in \blation of the Boiler 
Rules and were potentially dangerous. If such conditions existed in schoolhouses 
and in municipally owned buildings, there is no reason to believe that those that are in 
public places of assembly such as theaters, churches, office buildings, retail es-
tablishments, apartment houses, et cetera are in any better condition. It is our firm 
hope tha~e will not need a shocking accident before steps are taken to assure the 
public of this needed protection. We fear th~t the public is unknowingly assuming 
risks which as individuals they, themselves, cannot prevent. We are most aware of 
the resentment against government pre-empting indfvidua1 responsibility but in this 
instance since the individual cannot himself provide for his own protection, the 
State has a real responsibility to prevent his being exposed to unnecessary hazards. 
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MEMORANllJM 
To: Labor Committee 
From: Marion E. Martin, Co!lllTlissioner 
Department of Labor and Industry 
Re: L. D. 1459, The Right-to-Work Law 
EXHIBIT G 
March 27, 1961 
(1) The law is not needed. It would be disruptive of labor-management rela-
tions which are excellent in the State of Maine. 
The record of work stoppages during the last five years is attached for your 
information and you will note that the percentage of workers involved :in work 
stoppages to the total work force in ¥1aine, and the percentage of days lost to 
the total number of days worked are both consistently lower than the national 
averages. We have a good ~cord of labor-management relations within the State. 
Such a bill would disrupt such relations because it would make it mandatory that 
an employer hire non-union members who would immediately become the target for a 
sales talk of the union representatives anxious to have them join their organiza-
tion. This eternal agitation in the work place is disruptive and not conducive to 
good production. It is not helpful to either management or the workers. 
(2) Such a law is not wanted. This question was sent to the people by 
referendum-rn. 1948 and was overwhelmingly defeated. There was no demand at that 
tillle for such legislation and conditions have not changed to make any more need 
for it now than there was then. (N .B. 'rhe 1948 referendum vote was for Barlow 
46,809; for Tabb, 13,676; against both 126,285.) 
(3) It does not work. Nineteen states have such laws. I have queried in 
March of~this year the Labor Commissioners cl all these states as to the working 
out of their laws. I have received replies from all except South Dakota and Utah. 
The Connnissioners from states where such laws are in force report as follows: 
With the exception of the Commissioner from Virginia, and from the present Commis-
sioner of Labor of Florida who feel that the law has accomplished some good, the 
opinion varies from "No opinion11 because the constitutional amendments are not 
implemented by statutory law or there is not sufficient experience to form an 
opinion because the laws are either new or inoperative, to vehement opposition to 
it. 
Commissioner Parham of Termessee reports: 
"The initial effect was to::disturb labor relations that had been in existence 
for many years and today soroo of this has failed to subside. In fact, so much~~ 
hundreds of places of employment now ignore the law." 
"Not even the most rabid supporters of the law make any claim of it having any 
value to the State of Tennessee, and most of them merely insist it protects indi-
viduals. 
"The law has been found constitutional by our Supreme Court, which Court said 
the law addresses itself to employers. In effect, it is supposed to estop employers 
from employing all union members or all non-union personnel. As you can readily see, 
it estops employers from legally employing all union members. 
"Apparently, there was some hope by supporters of this legislation that it 
would encourage the growth of industry in the State. This, however, has not 
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developed and significantly the industries developing in Termessee are moving into 
the unionized areas. The statement that those industries developing u..~der the 
lure of low wages and non-union conditions are proving of very litsle value and we 
have been plagued with labor trouble and sometimes violence which has created a 
serious problem. 
"Unions advise that the law has hampered their organizing efforts and created 
an extremely heavy financial burden growing out of ligation. 
nFrom the above y·ou have probably surmised that in my opinion of the law: 
1. Has weakened rather than strengthened the individual workman. 
2. It has hampered unions. 
3. Has no positive value to the general public and probably is of 
negative value. 
4. The greatest, flaw is that employers are legally stopped from 
employing all union members regardless of their personal. 
feeling and the best method they think to protect their investnl3nts. 
5. Personally, I am disturbed by the attitude of some su~rters of the 
law who contend that unions should consta..1tly secure new benefits 
for members to hold this memberships. This attitude, in my opinion, 
breeds irresponsibility on the part of labor leadership which could 
lead only to disaster in labor relations. We have had instances 
where responsible labor leaders have urged reductions in wages be-
cause of fmancial conditions. 11 
Commissioner Bastemeyer of Nebraska reports, 
"This law in Nebraska has only served the purpose of confusing the 'Whole field 
of employee-employer relationships and is not good legislation.in any sense of the 
word. The Attorney General has ruled that even the Agency Clause provision that 
exists in many contracts here is illegal if any attempt is made to apply it. Rather 
silly isn't it? It gets to be a sorry state of affairs when the representatives of 
labor and management cannot legally set down and agree in good faith to contractual 
provisions to carry out the concept of good inter-relations for their mutual inter• 
ests. Right-to-Work Laws have the net effect of legalizing the existence of para-
sites, or those individuals who would feel maliciously and without cost or seli'-
effort, on the gains and efforts of organized groups such as the unions. The unions 
here in Nebraska have thought about attempting to repeal the law, but as yet have 
not organized any concerted effort in that direction. 
"As our agricultural economy declines here in Nebraska, we have every need of 
keeping the area of good labor management relations clear and free of encumbrances. 
Nebraska has been notoriously slow to move into this area with other than re-
strictive legislation and it has not created a very favorable climate for our 
working peoples. Restrictive labor laws have resulted in a substantial loss of our 
younger people or at least, in my considered opinion, have contributed nru.ch towards 
this trend. The Right-to-Work Law has not reversed this trend nor is there any con-
ceivable way that it might." 
Connnissioner Thornbrough of Arkansas states, 
11You will note on page 99, the secood paragraph of Section 356 places the en-
forcement in the Circuit Court of the County in which the violation occurs. This 
has helped to keep a bad law from doing nru.ch harm; since a Circuit Court has no 
enforcement arm, the law has been used only when someone actually brings a case to 
court. 
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"l. It isn't really doing anything except sitting there. No agreemants for 
closed shops or union shops can be written into a contract, but in many cases they 
are maintained as before. 
2. I really don't knO"w if it has afforded employment opportunities for non-
union people or not, but I doubt that it has meant nm.ch either way. 
3. My Department doesn1 t administer or enforce the law; this makes ne very 
happy. 
11The question asked me most often is, 11 Has it helped locate industry in 
Arkansas." I have talked to dozens of people who have brought plants to Arkansas 
and find they are interested in many things: climate, water, natural resources, 
transportation, power, availability and cost of labor, etc., but not a single per-
son has indicated that this law had any major part in their decision to m:>ve to 
Arkansas." 
Commissioner Lowe of Iowa reports: 
"Knowing that Maine is a progressive state I regret to learn that there is a 
move to add it to the list of Right-to-Work states. With regard to how that law 
has worked out in our state, the Building Trades have paid little attention to it 
in the larger towns during these progressive years. It has broken some smaller in-
dustria1 unions and prevented others from organiz:ing. It is not on~y a right to 
work, but also has prevented the right to organize. What I am trying to convey is 
that we have no labor management code or state agency to take care of the 11 no man's 
land" created by the National Labor Relations Board. 
"As to what effect it has had on our state I think one has only to look at the 
census figures and readily see that most of the right-to-work states have not in-
creased industrially on a par with those that have had strong union organizations 
within their boundries. It undoubtedly has brought in some small plants that were 
after cheap labor and we have some plants paying only the f ederaJ. minimum wage. 
"In nw opinion the state would be better off without these and I believe our 
Development Cormnission could better spend their time bringing into Iowa industry 
paying good wages if the state is to progress." 
Commissioner Butler of Indiana reports: 
"The Indiana so-called Right-to-Work Law was a Republican measure in our 
General Assembly of 1957. If there are any assets to the law we are certainly not 
familiar with them. If there has been any additional opportunities for work for 
non-union people our Department is unaware of them. As you know, Indiana is an 
Industrial State and we are constantly striving for better labor-management rela-
tions. We are very interested in creating a better industrial climate for new 
industry to locate :in our state. 
"To my knowledge, our experience with our sc,..called Right-to-1ivork Law has not 
been to our advantage. In fact, I would say it's a misdemeanor. It only adds to 
conflict and :many times stymies better labor-management relations. 
uLike many other states we have been getting some new industrJ and some have 
been moving out. To our knowledge our misnamed Right-to_..work Law has not been a 
decisive factor in either case. 
Connnissioner Jolly of Nevada reports: 
urt is my firm belief that every effort should be ma.de to defeat so-called 
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11 right-to-work" legislation, as I do not believe it is of benefit to either the 
worker or to industry. 
"In the first place, I believe it hinders the negotiations of nru.tually accept-
able contracts between management and labor. 
"Secondly, it is my opinion that it does not give the non-union worker the 
protection he is led to believe that it does. The average workman believes the 
term "right-to-work" implies that he is guaranteed em.pl'oymcnt regardless of the 
conditions. 
"I'm enclosing a copy of our la:w, and you will note that Section 613.290 gives 
the injured party the right to sue and the right to injunctive relief. It is diffi-
cult to make the average workman understand this, as he believes the Labor Commis-
sioner can act in his behalf if the Right-to-Work Law has been violated; whereas 
he must file suit in his own behalf." 
Former Commissioner Vocelle of Florida states: 
"In my views on the subject, I do not go as far as organized labor does 
because I think that an employer should be free to enter into a closed shop agree-
ment or not depending on the circumstances of each case and if he refuses so to do 
I do not think he should be penalized for it. On the other hand, if an employer 
wishes to enter into a close shop agreement, he should likewise be free to do so. 
Under the right-to-work laws, this freedom is prohibited and I therefore feel that 
right-to-work laws are un-American and morally indefensible." 
(4) It interf~res in the ri&ht of coptract between the employer and the em-
.El~ee. We must bear in mind that no union shop contract is :mandatory but only when 
the parties agree in t heir contract to have a union shop does it exist. If an em-
ployer doesn't wish a union shop, he doesn't have to have it. We have had cases 
here in ¥.ta.ine where the employers would not agree to union shops and have held au.t 
against such a clause in thetr agreements. I will grant that the economic pres-
sures of strikes or threatened strikes have had sufficient strength so that some 
employers have yielded to the demand rather than risk a strike or have it con-
tinued, but in those cases it is my contention that whatever his reason for 
agreeing to such a clause that it is not the concern of the State. We should not 
look back of the contract itself. 
The situation to my mind is comparable to the marriage contract. The State 
doesn't go behind the contract itself to find the reasons why people marry. 
To go further, I think to declare a union shop agreement null and void might 
be analagous to the situation of the man in a shotgun wedding who doesn't want to 
go through the divorce courts but instead would come to the State and say, "Get me 
out of this by making the marriage contract illegal. 11 
(5) Difficult of Enforcement. The enforcement procedures in L. D. 1459 would 
require an indivictual to bring suit for injunctive relief or to make a complaint to 
the courts and if the courts found that the employer was guilty, he could be fined 
a thousand dollars or imprisoned for not more than 6 months or both, and that each 
day of the continued violation after conviction would constitute a separate offense. 
This would leave the employer in a situation where he might be harassed by a trouble 
maker who was not a union member and whom he had refused to hire because of his 
reputation for stirr:L~g up trouble. He might take the necessary action to bring 
the employer to court. The employer would be put to the expense of def ending 
himself in court against a charge of violating this law. Even though he was not 
found guilty, he would be put to expense and effort to defend hiniself. 
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(6) It is bad legislation, not needed :in the State of Na:ine, and I hope that 
the Committee will report 'OriYovorably on the measure. 
l-'Iarion E. Martin 
MEM:mi 
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To: Miss Marlon E. Martin, Commissioner of Labor and [ndustry 
From: Miss Madge E. Ames, Director of Minimum Wage, Women and Child Labor 
Re: Biennial Report, July 1, 1960 - June 30, 1962 
ln 1961, the Maine legislature enacted amendments to th~ minimum wage law 
which required employers to keep true and accurate records of the hours worked . 
and wages patd to employees covered by the law, and authorized agents of the 
Department of Labor and Industry to examine and inspect such records. 
While these were changes which were sorely needed for proper administr tion 
of the law, they have posed some difficult problems for the Division of Minimum 
Wage, Women and Child Labor. Minimum wage investigations require much more time 
than the inspections for compliance with the laws regulating employment of women 
and children, and the ratio of 1 w violations to the number of calls has In-
creased from one violation tn just under four inspections In the year ending 
June 30, 1961, to almost one in every two calls since the regular minimum wage 
Investigations started In September 1961. The result has been severe slow-
down in the Inspection schedule. 
The Division presently employs two Labor Investigators who work full-time 
in the field, doing investigations for minimum wage, hours of employment of 
women and children, etc. Jt is now evident that there wi11 be a 1apse of from 
eighteen months to two years between calls at year-round businesses, and from 
three to four years between calls at seasonal businesses. Ca11s should be made 
at least yearly at all places of business covered by these laws. [t should be 
urgently rec0l'lll1ended that at least one additional full-time labor investigator 
be added to the staff. 
Cooperation from employers in correct,ng minimum wage violations, most of 
which were Inadvertent, has been excellent. The solution to the enforcement 
p.rob lem for a 11 labor 1 aws is more frequen,t personal contacts for educat i ona 1 
purposes. Changes in the employer's situ~tion and In the laws themselves make 
it extremely difficult for the small or medium-sized business to keep abreast 
of the requirements • . For this reason, we would again emphasize the need for 
addtional field personnel. 
Early In 1962, a . survey was made of wages and hours In nursing homes in 
the State, with a view to learning whether or not legislation was needed In this 
rea. Only homes employing four or more persons were . Included in the survey, 
to coincide with the coverage under the minJmum wage law. The survey showed 
a wide range, from a low of $.288 per hour to a high of $2.00 an hour. The 
average wage was $.973 per hour. The study indicated that 94 per cent of the 
workers in nursing homes worked 48 hours a week or less, but there werefsome 
__ employees working as many as 75 hours. (Publication attached) 
In view of the findings In this survey, it should be recormiended that the 
exemption in the minimum wage Jaw for nursing homes be eliminated. Three-fourths 
of nursing home employees eat at least one meal a day furnished by the employer. 
Counting these meals as part of the wage, as is permitted under the provisions 
of the minimum wage law, the average wage would be at least $1.00 an hour. 
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It does not appear, therefore, that a requirement for the payment of at 1east 
$1.00, including room and/or board, would place a hardship upon the industry 
as a whole, and would eliminate some of the unfair competition created by 
those nursing homes, which pay substandard wages. 
A similar conclusion may be drawn with respect to hours of employment. 
Of the slightly mo.re than one thousand employees covered by the survey, only 
about forty were working hours in excess of those permitted for female em-
ployees tn other establishments, such as stores, restaurants and laundries. 
A maximum of 54 hours a week should be recomnended. 
There is stf 11 no statijtory minimum wge for employment in three of our 
most hazardous industries: construction, woods operations and tree surgery. 
This has been called to the attention of the Legislature each session since 
1957, but no legislation has been enacted. Employment of children under 
16 years of age in these industries fs flirting with disaster. It creates 
a hazard not only to the children but also to their co-workers who may be 
endangered by their lack of Judgment and experience. 
While the number of Certificates of Age approved during the biennium for 
employment of minors between sixteen and eighteen years of age, mostly in manu-
facturing, has been little changed from the previous biennium, the number of 
work permits approved for minors to work in businesses newly covered by the 
state minimum wage law, such as stores, restaurants and motels, has Increased 
significantly, by about twenty-five per cent. Thfs Is viewed with mixed feelings, 
as the Division ts pleased to see more opportunities for employment for young 
people, but at the same time, we do not want to see these opportunities occur at 
the expense of adults who may need the work. It is greatly to be hoped that these 
additional Jobs are not all the result of employers' avoiding the minimum wage 
law by employing exempt school children. 
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DJVJS[ON OF MINIMUM WAGE, WOMEN AND CHILD LABOR 
BIENNIAL REPORT 
WORK PERMITS AND CERTIFICATES OF AGE APPROVED 
Year Ending 6-30-61 
Hale ' Female 
Year Ending 6~30-62 
Certificate of Age · · 
(16-18 years of age) 
Work Permite 
(Under 16 years) 
Special Permits 
(Hentally · retarded) , 
PLACEMENT. 
Bakeries 
Canning & Freezing 
Clothing 
Construction 
Hospitals 
laundries 
Poultry Processing 
Pulp & Paper 
Restaurants 
Shoes 
Sporting & Overnight 
Stores 
Textiles 
Wood Products 
MI see 11 aneous 
-61S 
4 
2,665 
16 
506 
16 
82 
34 
3 
381 
33 
239 
638 
44 
325 
60 
50 
238 
2,665 
·.: r 
1, 637 
540 -
0 
2, 177 
19 
494 
74 
2 
87 
16 
165 
8 
349 
596 
79 
173 
20 
21 
74 
2, 177 
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· Hale ., · Female 
l ,903 
,I 
• I 
870 
3 
2,776 
11 · 
472 
·5 
78 
35 
9 
299 
8 
282 
563 
46 
458 
51 
55 
404 
2, 776 
774 
3 
· 2, 371 
14 
549 . 
89 
2 
77 
9 
127 
1 
460 
446 
109 
339 
24 
22 
103 
2,371 
l j ! 
i 
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OPERATING STATEMENT 
DIVISION OF MININUM WAGE, WOMEN AND CH[LD LABOR 
(Appropriation 3410 - Activity 20) 
Total 
Category 1960-61 1961.-62 Biennium 
Salaries $13,828.00 $14,980.50 $28,808.50 
Travel 4,407.52 4, 123.90 8,531.42 
A 11 Other 1, 085 .96 2,021.44 3. 107 .40 
Capital 61.74 61.74 
$19,321.48 $21, 187.58 $40,509.06 
Total Approp. $19,774.00 $20,843.00 $40,617.00 
Contingent Acct. 
Inspection Costs 
Han Days Salary Travel Total No. of Ca 1 ls 
1960-61 410 $8324.00 $4, 132.29 $12,456.29 9034 
1961-62 424 9102.00 4.000.75 13. 102. 75 6899 
834 $17426.00 $8, 133 .04 $25,559.04 15933 
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Total for 
1958-60 
$20,000.00 
6,941. 14 
2, 625. 18 
$29,566.32 
$24,620.00 
6.zoo.oo 
$31,320.00 
Cost Per Inspection 
$1.39 
1.90 
$1.60 
1 
, ,T 
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To: HI s rlon rtln, Conmlssion r of or nd Industry 
From: Arthur F. Hine In, Director. tndust-r i I fety Dlvf ion 
Re: lennl 1 Report. Ind trl 1 S fety Division, July 1, 1960 to Jun 30, l 62 
Th Industrial Safety Dlvl In ha o rated und r th same ttern s 
r pored in the r vlous iennlal epor with two saf ty insp ctor. a safety 
director nd a clerk stenogr pher. The work Is perfo d under the authority 
nd i ccordanc with ectlons 2, 4, S, Ch pter 30, vised Statute of 1 54, 
mend d. (Labor Laws of Hain) 
For p sty ar, a con truction fety Inspector h s beeo cov rln th 
construction aetlvlti s In th t t t t ploy flv or ore· persons. Thi rk 
I performed under aut orlty and In accordance with H In R vised t tut of 
1954, C pter 30, S ~tlo -E. 
In p ctlons 
11 rnanufacturl and c anlc 1 tab1Jshment In the tat re In te 
t lea t nee each year except wher the In pectors find b d acciden xp rlenc. 
In th se cases the plants are visited several times to Impress upon the lndlvldu 1 
in ustry the valu of setting up goo safety progr nd to give sst t nee In 
uch program. 
progr m Is that Its ves uman suffering nd vs In 
h vy com ens tlon co ts. T hid en costs as 11 s medical bill materl lly 
i er the xpens nd I money lot. Many of our pl nts re b ginning to 
r liz this fact. This program c n ume much ti and h s a tendency to reduc the 
num er of Inspections but th time pent In an lyzlng the ccldent experlenc of 
individual plants nd talking overt elr problem accomplishes results. 
ollc power is ·not used In visiting the pl ts s we feel meeting manag nt 
with the consult tive ppro ch meets with mor succ ss nd cooperation. 
h n our Inspector find un f co dltlons, which r under the law' Jurts-
dlctl , a written order I made u·t for th Ir correction within 30 days a set 
forth In Ch pter 30, ctfon 5 of th vised tatutes of 1954 of our L bor L ws. 
n ement Is cooper tlv I c plying with our p ctffc written order nd 
In ny In tance r quest us to Include corrections which re not covered by th 
L w. There are no outstan Ing written recommen tlon which have not been com• 
p 11 wt th and com 1 eted. 
I bell v that th method followed by the Inspectors In ch eking 11 ccldents 
r ther than only the lost time lnjurl s Is beneflcl 1. We believe that a11 ccident 
re potential lost time ones nd we are endeavoring with gratifying succ s to convince 
m n gement of this viewpoint. 
Ith th W nd Child 
t f Inspectors vtsltln 
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Ther " re 2,085 safety in p ctions from July 1, 1961 to .June 30, 1962. 
Ther wer 2,163 saf. ty insp ctions fro July 1, 1960 to June 30, 1961, king 
total of 4,248 durin the biennium. 
Durin the pr c ding bi nniu, we ad 2,064 
1, 1958 to June 30, 1959 and 2,040 inspections ro 
1960, a total of 4,104 durin th bienniu. 
ety inspections fro July 
.July 1, 1959 to June .30, 
In ard to th 1961-62 total, it includ d arage and laundri s 1nsp ct 
y two labor insp ctors, D. w. Mills and P. K. Lovejoy as follows: 
473 i spections from July I, 1960 to June 30, 1961 
303 inspections fro July 1, 1961 to June 30, 1962 
Asid fro the saf ty inspections reported bov, ther were 73 ccident 
inv stigations; 8 complaints; 125 calls p rtai ng to Saf ty Conferenc; 38 
intervi ws pertaining to safety xperience; 123 industrial rt schools inspections; 
63 li htlng surveys; 15 safety etings; 14 statistic consultations; 14 nois 
urvey. 
Pl as not hat hi h fr quency rat consultation r not included in the 
bov because they occur in connection with th inspection. Th record is 
analyzed and the accident xperience discussed along with sugg sted solutions 
to th problem with the management of all plant inspect d. 
Accident Experience - Work Injuries 
Th injury frequency rt i anufacturing establish nts shows so i rove ent 
in 1961 as the all manufacturing rat for the calendar year 1959 was 19.7; in 1960 
it was 20.3• and in 1961 th rat dropp dtto 17.8. Thes figur s ar encouraging 
d we are hopeful that th downward trend will continu nd ace 1 rte. 
1b r was a downw rd trend in on-the-jo ft lities in anufacturing stablish-
nts. In 1959 there wer 14; in 1960, 13• and in 1961, 9. 
It is self-evident that in spite of the hazardous nature of any anufacturing 
est blishments that proper attention to safety saves liv sand moreover. that sine 
o ny on-the-job fatalities occur in non-manufacturing stablish ents, that our 
afety laws should be broadened to includ all work place _. 
'nle total work fatalities in 1959 were 44; in 1960, 31, and 1961, 31. In 
1960, of the 31 fataliti s, 13 were in manufacturing nd 1 in non- anufacturing. 
For th year 1961, threw tot 1 of 31 fatal injuries; 9 in anufacturing, and 
22 in non- anufacturing. Although this is i rovement, it is far fro our goal. 
W advocate an amen nt to the Law to remov th present limitations which 
co fine jurisdiction to certain hazard in industrial and mechanical stablish ents 
and also to give coverage of all unsaf conditi ns in any work place. 
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We should have a law whereby this division will be granted authority to 
act and to correct any unsafe condition existing in any workshop ,or plant which 
Jeopardizes the safety of workers engaged therein. 
We do the best we can with the law as It is but ff we did not go beyond the 
law's jurisdiction by discussing the hazards we observe with the management, even 
though we confine our orders to the law's requirements, Injury experience would be 
even worse than it Is. 
,1 I 
Of the five major industry groups, Food, Textile, Lumber, Paper and Leather 
all show an improved frequency rate for 1961 over that of 1960. Injury rates for 
these are as follows: , 
Industry ~ 122! Change 
Food 30.7 · . 24.2 6~5 
Text I le 12.8 1 l.5 1.3 
Lumber 56.3 49.5 6.8 
Paper 8.9 8.8 • 1 
Leather 13.0 12.4 .6 
Although the all manufacturing frequency rate of 17.8 does not show any sub-
stantial change, It is encouraging that It is improving. It fs also a matter of 
great pride that the pulp and paper frequency Is less than the U.S. Rate of 12.1 
Haine State Safety Conference 
The Annual Haine State Safety Conference is sponsored by the Department of 
Labor and Industry with the cooperation of industrial management and insurance 
companies. 
It functions, as In the past, through a Joint committee from industry and 
this Department. 
The insurance representatives serve on the Floor Corrrnlttee and contribute 
greatly in stimulating interest for attendance.at the Conference. 
The Convntssloner of Labor and Industry serves as Chairman of the General 
Conference Convnlttee and Chairman of the General Opening Session, Governor's 
Luncheon and the All Conference Luncheon. The Director of .Industrial Safety 
serves as Executive Secretary to both the Committee and to the Conference. 
In planning for the program three Conference COfllllfttee Meetings are held 
to formulate plans and make arrangements for the Annual Meeting. The following 
are those serving on the General Conference Committee for 1960 and 1961. 
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Conference Committee Chairman 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Hospitalfty 
Entertainment 
Exhibits 
Pub 1 t ct ty 
Transportation 
*Cement, Quarry, Minerals 
Food Products 
Home and Off-the-Job S fety 
Industrial Nurses 
Logging 
Metals-Shipbuilding 
Paper and Pulp 
Petroleum 
Rehabilitation 
( 1961) 
( 1960) 
( 1961) 
( 1960) 
(.1961) 
( 1960) 
( 1960) 
( 1961) 
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Marion E. Hartin, Commissioner 
Department of Labor and lndustry 
Almon N. Young, Central Haine P wer 
Co., Augusta, Maine 
Arthur F. Hinchfn, {nd. Safety Director 
Department of Labor and Industry 
Robert W. McNeally, S. D. Warren Co. 
Cumberland Hills, Maine 
Walter . Whitney, John C. P fge Co. 
Portland, Maine 
Herbert S. Edgecomb, Dept. Labor and 
Industry 
George L. Bates, Dept. Labor & Industry 
John J. Leane, Oxford Paper Company 
Rumford, Maine 
Paph T. Park, Dept. Labor & Industry 
Co-chairmen: Bert L. Ervin and John W. 
Hl11, Dragon Cement Co., Inc. Thomaston 
Wilbur W. Philbrook, Cushman aklng Co. 
Portland, Maine 
Lucille Nason, Maine Tuberculosis Ass•n. 
Ruth Clough, Bureau of Health. Augusta 
Catherine Cookson 
Madelyn McDonough, Burnham & Morrill Co. 
Portland, Maine 
Walter W. Chute, Eastern Fine Paper & 
Pulp Division, Standard Packaging Corp. 
South Brewer, Maine 
Rufus G. Jasper, Portsmouth Naval Ship-
yard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
Earle M. Bruce~ Great Northern Paper Co. 
Millinocket, Maine 
L. W. Gustafson, Socony Mobil Oil Co. 
South Portland, Maine 
Co-.cha I rmen: Frederick P. 0 'Conne 11 , 
Aug.asta; Charles R. Hagan, Oxford 
Paper Co., Rumford, Maine. 
Edmund P. Wells, Haine TB Ass•n. Augusta 
1 .., . 
T 
2 1 r • 
li 
". 
Shoe and ·leather 
Textile , 
Uti Hties 
Woodworking 
Henry: E. Douglass, G. H.Bass & Company, 
Wi 1 ton, Maine 
Co-chairmen: ·John J-. . Wa 11 , A 1 bany Fe 1 t 
Co., North · Monmouth, . Haine 
Maurice C. E. 'Roux, Peppere 11 Mfg. Co., 
Biddeford, Ma.f.ne . · 
Malcolm H. lngraham, Central Maine Power 
Co., Augusta, Maine . 
I l j I r 
George Mtckeriz, Stowell-MacGregor 
Division Coa'ts and Clark, Incorporated 
Olxfield, ' Maine 
*Note: Cement·, Quarry and Minerals panel was added in 1960 and in 1961 Recreation 
and Highway Safety panels were added while Petroleum was dropped. 
I 
The FJoor Conmfttee consisted of the following representatives from various 
Insurance companies: 
Herman Behr 
Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Co. 
Portland, Maine 
E. B. Brown 
Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co. 
Portland, Maine 
Erwin A. Chase 
The Fidelity & Casualty Co. of N.V. 
Manchester, New Hampshire 
Reevil Ace Leadbetter (1960) 
The Travelers Indemnity Co. 
Portland, Haine 
C. C. Truitt, Jr. (1961) 
The Travelers Insurance Co. 
Portland, Maine 
Richard C. Loren-z 
Mutual Boiler & Machinery Ins. Co. 
Portland, Maine 
James MacDonald, Jr. 
Royal Indemnity Company 
Portland, Maine 
Nel 1 Nelson 
American Mutual Liability Ins. Co. 
Manchester, New Hampshire 
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Albert C. Hodson 
Employers~ Group Insurance Cos. 
Portland, Maine 
Edmund F. Knox 
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. 
Portland, Maine 
Robert W. Laughlin 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. 
Port land, M · lne 
Andrew Steketee 
Oc~an Accfdent · Guarantee Corp., Ltd • . 
Port land, .Me I n'e 
Herbert A . . Ward 
John c. Pa.lge Co.~ r·nc. 
Port land, Ha'lne 
Pau 1 Wi 1 der · , 
Phoenix-London Group 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Kent H. York 
U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co. 
Portland, Maine 
. e 
Yhe 1960 Safety Conference was held at the Samoset Hotel In Rockland. The 
registr tfon was 666. In 1961, the Conference was held at the Poland Spring House 
and the registration was 672. The previous experience has been that a change in 
location results In a drop-off of approximately 200. The change from the Samoset 
to the Poland Spring House resulted fn a gain of 6 people. ft Is difficult to 
determine the reason, but two factors had an Influence: (1) the location being 
more central; and (2), the time being changed from the week following Labor Day 
week to the week preceding it. 
The attendance Is always greater than the registration figures show even though 
a11 efforts short of refusing admission are used to encourage registration, but the 
problem continues. 
The $2.00 registration fee and the $25.00 charge for exhibitors space is 
the only revenue received to finance these Conferences as the Conference receives 
no appropriation from the State. 
Comments 
The labor laws pertaining to Safety Inspections are still specific and 
Limit the inspectors in their recommendations. This Law still reads as follows: 
Sec. 5. '~uty when conditions are found insanitary. unsafe or in-
jurious to health, 1955, c. 466, § 2. lf the corrmissioner as state 
factory inspector, or any authorized agent of the department, shall 
find upon such Inspection that the heating, lighting, ventilation 
or sanitary arrangement of any workshops or factories is such as to 
be injurious to the health of the persons employed or residing therein 
or that the fire escapes or other means of egress in case of fire or 
other disaster are not sufficient, or that the belting. shafting, 
gearing. elevators and appurtenances, drums, saws, cogs and machinery 
in such workshops and factories are 1ocated or are in condition so 
as to be dangerous to employees and not s.ffficiently guarded, or that 
vats, pans or any other structures. filled with or containing molten 
metal, hot ltquids or inflammables, are not surrounded with proper 
safeguards for preventing accidents or Injury to those employed at 
or near them. he shall notify, in writing, the owner, proprietor or 
agent of such workshops or factories to make, within 30 days, the 
alterations or additions by him deemed necessary for the .safety and 
protection of the employees. 
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(Construction) 
If the convn Issi oner or al'1y authorized gent of the department sha 11 · 
find, upon inspection of construction activities, that conditions of the 
activity are in violation of the rules and regulations and so as to be 
dangerous to employees worktng at or near them, he shall notify 1ll11lediate1y 
the contractor or person in charge of such activity to make alterations 
or additions consistent with the rules and regulations by him deemed 
necessary for the safety and protection of the employee. Such notice 
shall be served personally upon the contractor or the person in charge of 
the activity, or In cases of obvious or extreme hazard where inmedlate 
action is necessary to preserve life and limb and where the contractor 
or person in charge of such activity is not readily accessible, he may 
conspicuously affix a written notice or tag to the object or device or 
to the part thereof declared to be unsafe. After such notice has been 
served or affixed, all persons shall cease using until the object or 
device, or part thereof, is altered or strengthened in such a manner as 
to provide safe conditions. The Inspector shall make every effort to 
notify Immediately the contractor or person in charge of such activity 
before undertaking such action." 
The basic law has not changed since It was adopted in 1911, with the ex-
ception of the amendment covering construction activities adopted in 1955. 
An inspector was added July 10, 1961 to inspect construction activities 
for compliance with the safety rules and regulations as adopted by the Board 
and a report of his activities is as follows. The Safety Division Operating 
Statement is also attached. 
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Construction Inspections 
July 12, 1961 - June 30, 1962 
Please note: 
Since the position was not filled during the first year of the biennium, 
the following tabulation covers only the second year. 
A total of 1,289 inspections were made from July 12, 1961 to June 30, 1962 
ad they are as fo 1 lows: 
Inspections Recommendations 
Airports 2 0 
Build f ngs 985 296 
Bridges 81 28 
Dams 3 0 
Oemol I tion 23 4 
Hi see 11 aneous 39 3 
Parking Areas 5 1 
Roads 109 19 
Sewers-Water 1 ines ~ _7 
Total 1, 289 358 
Accident 
Investigations 16 
Operating St!tement 
1960-61 and 1961-62 
Activity 25 
Total 
1960-61 1961-62 · Biennium 
Sa lartes $4,603.50 $4,603.50 
Travel $190.38 2, 163.06 2,353.44 
A 11 Other 706.51 1. 041. 87 11 748.JB 
Total $896.89 $7,808.43 $8,705.32 
Total Appropr i at I on 275.00 8,405.00 8,680.00 
Inspection Costs 
Man Days Salary Travel No. of Inspections Total Cost Cost Per [nspection 
196 $3,610 $2,011.81 1, 289 
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$5,621.83 $4.36 
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Industrial Safety Division 
1960-61 and 1961-62 
Operating Statement 
(Construction is reported separately even though it ls an integral part of this 
Division's work, but since ft rs a new activity we are interested In the com-
parative costs and time spent in relation to p1ant Inspection). 
Salaries 
Travel 
Al 1 Other 
Capital 
Total 
1960-61 
$19,875.50 
4, 158. 18 
687.76 
Total Appropriation 
$24, 721.44 
$24,450.00 
Inspection Costs 
H.S.Edgecomb 
Han Salaries of 
Days Inspectors 
7/1/60-6/30/61 167 3,406.80 
7/1/61-6/30/62 168 3,578.40 
R.T.Park 
7/1/60-6/30/61 194 3,841.20 
7/1/61-6/30/62 198 3,920.40 
A.F.Minchin 
7/1/60-6/30/61 54 1,317.60 
7/1/61-6/30/62 39 1,008.15 
1961-62 
$20,250.95 
3 • 834. 18 
693.24 
88.00 
$24,866.37 
$24,839.00 
Total 
$40,126.45 
7 ,992.36 
1,381.00 
88.oo 
$49,587.81 
$49,289.00 
1958-59 and 1959-60 
$38,053.42 
8, 135.30 
1, 003. 00 
132.76 
$47,324.48 
$47,580.00 
Travel 
Expense 
Total Cost No. of Cost per 
1, 602.96 
1, 536. 69 
1,478.71 
1, 530 .96 
475 .39 
323 .45 
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of lnspectlons inspections [nspection 
5,009.76 
5,115.09 
5,319.91 
5,451 .36 
1. 792 .99 
l, 331. 60 
952 
959 
972 
983 
158 
107 
5.25 
5.33 
5.47 
5.54 
11.35 
12.44 
, 
T 
To: 
From: 
e: 
Mtss M rion E. Martin, Commissioner of Labor and Industry 
Ralph L. Langille, Chief fnspector of Boilers 
Bi ennial Report - Division of Biler Inspections - Fiscal Years 1960-61 
1961-62 
Author I ty 
The Boller Law was enacted In 1935 to apply only to so-called high-pressure 
steam boilers, which are those boilers that carry steam pressures over 15 pounds 
per square inch. n 1953, the Boller Law was amended to apply also to low pressure 
steam he ting boilers and hot water heating boil ers in schoolhouses. Low Pressure 
steam heating boilers are those which carry steam pressures not In escess of 15 
pounds per square inch, and hot water heating boilers are boilers used for sp ce 
heating and operated at water temperatures not over 250 degrees Farenheit and under 
water pressures of not more than 160 pounds per squa re inch. In 1955, the law was 
further·amended to apply also to hot water supply boilers tn schoolhouses, and to 
hot water heating boflers and hot water supply boilers owned by municipalities. 
Hot water supply boilers are those which are used fo r heating w ter for so-called 
domestic supply purposes and are limited to operating temperatures of not more 
than 250 degrees Farenheit and water pressures not in excess of 160 pounds per 
square inch. Low pressure steam heating boilers owned by municipalities were 
brought under the law when It was further amended in 1957. 
Administration 
The Board of Boiler Rules is established under the law and charged with the 
formul tion of rules for the safe and proper construction, installation, repair, 
use and operation of boilers in this State which are within the scope of the law. 
The rules so formulated are required by the Jaw to conform as nearly as prac-
ticable to the Boiler Code of the ~.merlcan Society of Mechanical Engineers, which 
code is accepted as the baste rules governing boilers in 41 other states and 34 
cities in the United States, and by 11 Provinces In the Dominion of Canada. 
Under the direction of the Commissioner of Labor and Industry, the Division of 
Boller Inspections is responsible fof the enforcement and administration of the law 
and the rules and regulations adopted -by the Board of Boller Rules. 
Activities 
Bot ler BQ!Lg 
During this biennium, the Board of Boller Rules held two meetings, whereupon one 
appeal was reconsidered and prior action sustained; one existing rule was reviewed and 
no change found to be advisable; the various published addenda to the ASHE Boller Code 
were considered and approved, and proposed changes to eighteen Sections of the Boller 
law were considered and found to be desirable and approved for submission to the 1egls-
1ature. 
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Also, three appeals of a routine nature were considered by mail vote and favorable 
action was taken by the Board in each instance. 
Division of Boiler Inspections 
Activities of the Division of Boller Inspections include the inspection of un-
insured boilers, processing of inspection reports for all boilers which are covered 
by the law, billing and collection of fees for inspection and inspection certificates; 
issuance of inspection certificates; interpretation, counsel and enforcement of the 
law and of the rules and regulations, and supervision of insurance company inspectors 
who are authorized to inspect boilers in thi ·s State which are insured by their em-
ployer. This D1v1sion's activities also include the examination of applicants for 
Certificates of Authority as Inspector of Steam Boilers, as well as the examination 
of welders for Certificates of Authority, to permit them to make welded repairs to 
steam boilers. Also, shop inspecttons are provided on occasion as a special service, 
at cost, to those concerns in this State who may construct or repair boilers and 
unfired pressure vessels in accordance with the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code of 
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 
The over-a11 activities of the Boller Division Includes extensive field work and 
travel, as well as the maintenance of detailed records and control of inspection work. 
The operations of the Division are carried · out by the Chief Inspector of Boilers, one 
Deputy Inspector and one office clerk. Said Chief Inspector and Deputy Inspector 
also engage in the operations and activities of the Division of Elevator Inspections 
and therefore must apportion their time and efforts between these two divisions. 
Accidents 
During this· biennium, there were no accidents reported that involved the explosion 
of any boilers, or boiler appurtenances, which come within the scope of the law and 
subject to the boiler rules and regulations. 
General Statistics 
The fol lowing information concerns . boilers under Jurisdiction du.ring this biennium: 
High Pressure Steam Boilers (over 15 lbs.) 
Low Pressure Heating Boilers(*) 
Total No. Boilers Under Jurisdiction 
1960-61 
1494 
ill! 
3105 
1961-62 
1470 
1604 
3074 
(*) Low pressure heating boilers Include: steam boilers that are allowed to carry 
pressures not in excess of 15 pounds per square inch, also, hot water heating boilers, 
and hot water supply boilers. Jurisdiction over such boilers Is limited to those that 
are loc ted tn schoolhouses, and in municipally owned buildings. 
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The following is at bulation showing the Inspecting agencies of qoilers 
under jurisdict(on: 
1260-61 1261-62 
Number of Boilers [nsured 2801 2767 
Number of Boilers Uninsured 304 307 
Percent Insured ·90.2 90.0 
Percent Uninsured 9.8 10.0 
I 
lnsu , d boilers are required to. be Inspected by the insuring companies 
authorized boiler inspectors. Uninsured boilers are requ.ired to be inspected 
by State bo iler Inspectors of this Division. 
Summary and Recommendations 
The primary purpose of the Bo l ler Law and t he Boiler Rules and Regulations is 
to provide for the proper protection of life; Jimb and property from the Inherent 
hazards of boilers by assuring their safe and proper construction, installation, 
inspection, use and operation. The benefits derived from the application of the 
regulations to boilers within the scope of the law are generally well recognized, 
and without question the safety of "low pressure heating boilers" In schoolhouses 
and in municipally owned buildings has been improved since these bo.ilers were 
brought under the law In recent years. 
Potential hazards of so-called low pressure heating boilers, which include 
steam boilers carrying pressures of 15 pounds or Jess, also, hot water heating 
boilers, and hot water supply boilers, are not always recognized nor understood 
and such boilers may b~ Improperly installed or Inadequately equipped and in 
some instances they may be used for purposes or pressures for which they are not 
constructed; they may also be under the care and custody of inexperienced persons 
and may be operated in an unsafe manner or in an unsafe condition. Under certain 
conditions such boilers can be a menace to employees and to the public in general. 
Proper Inspection and application of the rules and regulations adopted by the 
Board of Bo iler Rules wf 11 minimize the hazards involved, and will assure 
reasonable safety of boilers. It is, therefore, recommended that the Boller Law 
be amended to extend the coverage of this law to include all so-c~lled low pressure 
heating boilers which are located in buildings or structures used In whole or in 
part for arenas, auditoriums, churches, dance halls, exhibition halls, hospitals, 
hotels, theatres and institutions for the care or confinement of persons. 
The extension of Jurisdiction, as recomnended above, will necessarily increase 
the work load of the Division and will require the employment of one additional 
deputy inspector, whose services in part could be advantageously utilized to provide 
needed survefllance of Insured boilers. 
A statement of operating statistics for this Dlvtsion covering the biennium 
is attached. 
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Expenses and Income 
Ft seal Tot~l 
Year Sa lar:i es 
1960-61 $9,638.50 
1961-62 10,4~5.oo 
Field Inspection Costs 
Fiscal ·Man 
Year Days 
1960-61 104 
1961-62 102 
DIVISION OF BOILER INSPECTIONS - Operating Statistics 
for the 1960-1962 Biennium 
Total A 11 Other 
Travel E~~ns_es_ 
·$1, 289 .65 ~$700.23 
1, 204. 61 731 . 13 
Travel 
SaJc3 rJe_s_ E~~nses 
$2,442.40 $1,289.65 
·2. 67.1 .80 1.,204.61 
Total 
Expense! 
$ 11 , 628 • L:-8 
12,360.74 
Total 
CQ~t __ 
$3, 732. 05 
3, 876 .. 41 
Total 
Receipts 
$10,534.60 
l 1 , 365. 18 
*Number of 
I 11sJ>_ec: tJ on s 
773 
768 
*Breakdown of Inspections __ ~-- -~---J36Q-61 · ... ~ 1961-62 
Boiler Inspections 570 543 
Bo 11 er Checks 187 216 
. Shop lnspect1ons } 3 
. Shop tnspection Checks 3 2 
Weldi.ng .Tests __.& __!! 
·TOTAL 773 768 
Operating 
Deficit 
$1,093.88 
995.56 
Average Cost 
per Inspect i 
$4.82 
5.04 
( 
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To: 
From: 
Re: 
Miss Harton E. Martin, Commissioner of Labor and Industry 
Joseph W. Emerson, Supervising Inspector of Elevators 
iennial Report - Division of Elevator Inspections - Flsc 1 Years 1960-61 -
1961-62 
Authority 
. The Elevator Law of this State became effective in 1950. Under the law the 
Board of Elevator Rules and Regulations was est blished and empowered to formulate 
reasonable rules and regulations for the safe and proper construction, Installation, 
alteratfon, repair, use, operation and inspection of elevators fn this State. The 
necessity and demand for elevator regulations developed following a series of ele-
vator accidents Involving several fatalities, · which occurred within the decade 
immediately preceding the enactment of this law. The Commissioner of Labor and 
Industry is empowered to enforce the law, and under the direction of the Commissioner, 
the Division of Elevator Inspections ts responsible for the enforcement of the law 
and the rules and regulations adopted by the Board of Elevator Rules and Regulations. 
Activities 
Baird of Elevator Rules 
During this period, the oard of Elevator Rules and Regulations held two 
meetings. Amendments, or addenda, to two existing rules were adopted and 5 appeals 
were considered, 3 being granted and 2 denied. 
Division 
The activities of this Division are carried out by the Supervising Inspector, 
one Deputy Inspector and one office clerk, and include examination and approval of 
plans for new and altered elevators, Inspections of elevators, processing of in-
spection reports, billing and collection of fees for inspection and for Inspection 
Certiflc te, examination of applicants for Certificate of Authority as Inspectors 
of Elevators, enforcement of requirements pertaining to elimination of violations, 
and Investigation of elevator accidents. These activities necessarily Involve 
extensive field work and travel as well as the maintenance of detailed records. 
The utilization of the Department's IBM equipment in the past two years has reduced 
this last Item to some extent. The Supervising [nspector and the Deputy Inspector 
are also engaged with the activities and operation of the Division of oiler In-
spections and must necessarily divide their time and efforts between these two 
Divisions. 
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Elevator Accidents 
During the biennium there were 29 reported accidents which resulted in 2 
fatalities, 9 fractures and 18 minor cuts and bruises. Seven of the fractures 
and both fatalities occurred on poultry farm elevators which are exempt from 
the Elevator Law and are not required to be reported or inspected. Following 
Is a brief description of 12 accidents which have occurred on elevators which 
are exempt under Agriculture during the past few years: 
During present Biennium 
Lubec 3/12/61 eneral Laborer 
Chain unhooked and he fell four floors with the elevator. 
Blow on head and minor contusions and abr slons. 
Biddeford 9/26/61 
Chain broke and he fe11 with the elevator. 
Two broken ankles 
Poultry Supervisor 
Lincolnville 12/12/61 Farm Laborer 
Walked under elevator--elevator fell 
Fatal---crushed chest, broken nee~, and broken leg. 
Benton Falls 3/8/62 Poultry Farm Laborer 
Riding elevator--cable unhooked dropping elevator 25 feet. 
Fracture of spine and bones of both feet. 
Benton Falls 3/8/62 Poultry Farm Laborer 
Riding elevator--cable unhooked dropping elevator 25 feet . 
Compound fracture of right leg. Fracture left leg. Back Injuries. 
Otisfield 5/19/62 Son of Owner 
Riding elevator down--head apparently extending over side. 
Fatal. Strangled. 
Previous to present Biennium 
Winterport 1/17/57 Plant Worker 
Riding elevator up--caught her foot under second floor. 
Fracture of left foot 
Presque [sle 5/3/57 Poultryman 
Sending car up--foot In hotstway--chain broke. 
Fracture of right foot 
North Parsonsfield 12/8/57 
Riding elevator--fell with head protruding over car edge. 
Fatal--crushed and fractured skull. 
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Age 25 
Age 27 
Age 38 
Age 64 
Age 22 
Age 3 
Age 3 
.1 
1 
1 , 
Dresden 11/1/58 oultryman 
Stepped on elevator at third floor and disengaged clutch. 
Fatal--rode car down. 
Swanvi 1 le 2/29/60 Lab<>rer 
Riding elevator to top floor~-chaln broke--dropped to bottom. 
Fractured right foot. 
Age 46 
I ddeford 6/30/ 60 Farm Hand Age 17 
Chain unhooked and car fell. He fell from second floor Into car at first floor. 
Bruised neck, bruised right arm, four broken teeth. 
All of the above ccldents could have been prevented If the elevators in-
volved had been registered and made to comply with the Elevator Law. The list 
is by no means complete because the owners of this type of elevator are not 
required to report these accidents. Also, there is no record of how many agri-
cultural elevators there are In Maine. 
Registered Elevators 
Fol lowing Is a comp I lat ion of information concerning. elevators under inspection 
during this biennium: 
1960-61 1961-62 
Freight 1051 1043 
Passenger 406 420 
1457 1463 
Insured Elev tors 1278 1273 
Uninsured Elevators 179 190 
The insured elevators are inspected by personnel of the insuring . company and 
Authorized by this Division. The uninsured elevators are Inspected by State 
Elevator Inspectors. Passenger elevators are inspected ev~ry three months and 
freight elevators every stx months. A11 l_nspection reports ar~ submitted to the 
Division for processfng and in order to r.eceive a Certificate o_f Operation each 
elevator must have a· test of the car s~fety device yearly. 
Recommendations 
- .. 
I 
( t is recommended _that the Leg is 1 ature be asked to increase . t .he. fees for State 
Inspections from $6 to $10 and the fees for Initial Inspections of n.ew and altered 
elevators from$10 to $20, or preferably the fees for the Initial Inspections of 
new ot altered elevators should be on a cost basis, based on time and travel expense, 
since it is frequently necessary to make special trips at short notice. The fee for 
issuance of Elevator Certificates should also be increased from $2 to $3. These in-
creases in fees would provide an estimated annual Increase of approximately $3,453.00 
in the income of the Division and reduce the annual operating deficit. The above 
fees are more realistic when operating costs of the present day are considered nd 
they also compare favorably with insurance charges. 
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It is further reconmended that , Sec. 126, Chap. 30, R.S. 1954 be amended to 
Include elevators which are now exempt under "agrlculture11 • The original Intent of 
the exemption was to protect and aid the Individual farmer whose farm was a complete 
and Independent realm. The "farm" of today which has elevators Is usually a highly 
mechan I zed subd iv f s ion of some corrvnerct a 1 enterprise. As shown on a prev t ous page 
of this Report, most of the accidents are occurring on these substandard agricul-
tural elevators and our records are by no means complete because the accidents on 
this type of elevator are not required by law to be reported. 
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DIVISION OF ELEVATOR INSPECTIONS OPERATING STATEMENT ·FOR THE BIENNIUM 1960~1962 
EXPENSES AND INCOME: 
FISCAL YEAR 
60-61 
61-62 
SALARIES 
$9,093.60 
9,420.00 
FIELD INSPECTION COSTS: 
FISCAL_YEAR MAN OAYS 
60-61 81 
61-62 81 
TRAVEL 
$795 .11 
817 .38 
SALARIES 
$1 ,895.40 
2,017.71 
OTHER EXP. 
$377.41 
267.76 
rrRAV. EXP. 
$695.53 
745.38 
TOTAL EXP. 
$10,266.12 
l0,505.14 
TOTAL COST 
$2,590.93 
2, 763 .. 09 
TOTAL RECEIPTS 
$5,823.76 
6,316.83 
NO. OF CALLS 
635 
576 
DEFICIT 
$4,442.36 
4, 188 .. 31 
COST/CALL 
$4.08 
4.79 
A "cal l II as t tern 1 zed above 1 nc 1 odes inspect 1 ons., safety tests , spot checking i nsu red e 1 evato rs, checking 
code v·tolatlons and accident investigations. 
-I 
To: 
From: 
Miss Marlon E. Martin, Conmissloner, Department of Labor and Industry 
W. C. Weeks, Director, Division of Research and Statistics 
e: Biennial Report, Activity 15, July 1, ~960 - June 30, ~962 
The Maine Economy 
A. Value of Product 
ln 1961, the gross value of product for Haine manufacturers decreased slightly 
from 1.51 bi 11 ton dollars tn 1960 to 1.1+9 bl 11 ion dol 1ars in 1961. This decrease 
of 1.5% was not entirely due to a decline In the industrial economy but partially 
due to a decrease In the coverage of the Census of Maine Manufactures. Research 
organizations were dropped from the survey , and certain establishments in the 
cientiflc and Crntrolling Instrument categories were not Included because they 
only assemb1ed product in Haine and did not actu 11y manufacture any product. 
B. Plant Expansion 
Malne•s manufacturing establishments spent for capital expenditures 68.5 
million dollars in 1961 compared to 65.5 million do11ars in 1960. This tncre se 
in capital expenditures was largely due to the expansion plans of the Paper 
industry, which invested 32.9 million dollars in 1961. Capital expansion plans 
for Haine manufacturing in 1962 c 11 for an expendituFe of 50.3 million dollars 
nd In 1963 an expenditure of 23.5 million dollars. These expansion plans for 
the future indicate the healthy condition of the industrial economy of Maine 
as a whole. 
C. Gross Wages 
ln 1961, total gross wages paid to productio workers in Haine manufacturing 
totaled 440.7 million dollars, an increase of 9.3 million dollars over the 1960 
figure of 431.4 million dollars. The average gross wage Increased $126 fr m 
$4,023 in 1960 to $4,149 in 1961. 
0. Employment 
Employment In Maine manufacturing decreased 1% from 107,244 in 1960 to 106,215 
1 n 1961 • 
E. Union Membership 
Union membership in manufacturing plants as reported by emp1oyers Increased 97 
workers from 45,630 in 1960 to 45, 727 in 1961. 
F. Work Stoppages 
In 1960, eleven work stoppages fnvo1ving 850 workers and accounting for 19,500 
idle mandc;ays were reported for all Haine industry. tn 1961, the number of stoppages 
was reduced to 6 and t'nvolved only 520 workers with a loss of 4.700 manda.ys. In all 
industry in 1960, Maine's r tio of time lost to total estimated working tlme was .03% 
compared to the national average of .17%. In 1961. this ratio improved to .01% com-
pared to the national aver ge of • 14%. 
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Operations 
The Division of Research and Statistics has continued to serve as an economic 
research bureau for its own and several other state departments. ln addition, 
the members of this division have continuously strived to compile any and all 
valid requests for information that the public has asked. and this at times has 
increased the workload to a point where, In some cases, the information given out 
has by necessity been abbreviated. If the division is allowed to hire one addi-
tional employee as requested In the biennial budget this situation will be alle-
viated. 
Total expenditures of this division increased 29% from $32,935.79 In the 1958-
1960 biennium to $42,602.03 in the 1960-62 biennium. The larger portion of this 
increase has been expended as salaries, as the last Legislature granted this 
division additional monies to be expended in hiring a labor investigator to be 
used in the Occupational Wage Survey. 
The basic programs of this division have continued for the most part as tn 
previous years. However, there have been some variations and additional programs 
added. Coples of the publfcatlons prepared by this division are attached to this 
report. 
Directory of Haine Manufacturers 
The 1961-62 edition of the Directory of Maine Manufacturers went to the printers 
during the early portion of 1962. This biennial publication, which is a listing of 
a 1 the Haine manuf cturers, with the exception of sawmills and logging establish-
ments, represented 1550 establishments located in 250 comnunlties and producing 700 
products. As ln the past, the Division of Research and Statistics extracted the 
information from the Census of Maine Manufactures, organized the publication, and 
the Department of Economic Development paid the publishing costs. 
Census of Haine Manufactures 
The Census continues to be the prime source of industrial statistics for the 
State, and the demand for information published in it has been steadily Increasing. 
The department's supply of the 1960 publication has been exhausted, and of the 1200 
copies of the 1961 Census ordered, 650 have been used to fulfill the requirements 
of the division's mailing list. The Information contained in the "Haine Economy" 
sectio of this report has been extracted from this publication. 
Work Injury Program 
The work injury program has undergone considerable change, as It ts now an 
annual survey rather than a quarterly survey as in previous years. The manufacturing 
phase of this program has approximately 1019 reporters, and the work injury frequency 
rate dropped from 20.3 in 1960 to 17.8 in 1961. This year Is the first year that the 
division has undertaken the computation of severity rates. This statistic, which 
was 861 for ,11anufacturing in 1961, ts the average number of days dlsabi 1 ity resulting 
from disabling work injuries for each million employee-hours worked, whereas the 
injury frequency rate is the average number of disabling work injuries for each million 
employee-hours worked. 
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The work injury program was expanded in another d irection to include all non-
manufacturing establishments with an employment of four or more. In this 
phase of the program 7030 schedules were mailed, and returns received from 
5232 establishments. The severity and Injury frequency rates were computed, 
and in 1961, these rates were 831.t. and 13.6 respectively for non-manufacturing. 
The state government work injury survey was inaugurated at the request of the 
Interdepartmental Safety Board and consists of the collection of injury and manhours 
data necessary for the computation of injury frequency and severity rates for each 
State Government Agency. The first report, a six month analysis, ha-s been pre-
pared and submitted to members of the Interdepartmental Safety Board Service. 
Since this report has been issued, Investigation has proven that the two deaths 
reported to this division were not work connected, and they will be elfmtnated 
from the annual State Government Work Injury Report. 
Occupational Wage Survey 
Thts dfvisior, by legislative authority, is cot ducting a wage survey of 
selected manufacturing establtshments, and pertinent information relative to 
wages is being collected from establishments with 25 or more employees. This 
survey is being conducted by mail or personal Interview by the division's 
labor investigator and Includes 467 establishments. Returns from 350 manufacturers 
have been received, and the data extracted from these will be processed by IBM 
equipment and made available to the Department of Economic Development and others 
on request. 
Haine Fish Landings 
Information relative to the landi·ngs of fish at Maine ports are processed 
monthly by this division. This program, which ts the result of a contract with 
the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries of the U.S. Department of [ntertor and the 
Maine Department of labor and industry, consists of keypunching on IBM cards all 
pertinent data for each vessel and processing these cards into final reports. 
These reports are then sent to the Maine Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries 
and the regional and local offices of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. 
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Category 
Salaries 
Travel 
Al 1 Other 
Capital 
Total Approp. 
Ded. Rev. 
(Fed. Grant) 
Tota 1 Ava i 1 . 
OPEPAT(NG STATEMENT 
DIVISIO OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS 
(Appropriation 3410 - Activity 15) 
Total 
1960-61 1961-62 Biennium 
$14,934.80 $20, 176.23 $35, 111 • 03 
256.81 682.21 939.02 
2,026.61 3,623.72 5,650.33 
901.62 ~01 .6~ 
$17,218.22 $25,383.81 $42,602.03 
$17,657.00 $26,24].00 $43,904.00 
sss.oo 2.405.00 2.~60.00 
$18,212.00 $28,652.00 $46,864.00 
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Total for 
1958-60 
$28,160.40 
266.60 
4,204.89 
303.90 
$32, 935 .• 79 
$32, 271.00 
$32, 271.00 
1 
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To: Miss Marion .£ . . Hartin, Commissioner of Labor and Industry .. 
From: C. tlder Smith, Deputy Commissioner of Labor and fndustry 
Re: Bedding Law Administration, July 1, 1960 to June 30, 1962 
The Haine Bedding and Upholstered Furniture Law is designed for the protection 
of the buying public and the Maine manufacturers and retailers who offer such mer-
chandise for sale. [t insures to the _parti.es concerned that . .the various materials 
used are as represented and are free from harmful substances • . It ts ·the duty of 
the Department to make inspections of all manufacturers and retailers to determine 
compliance with the law and if violations are found to see that the parties in-
volved take immediate steps to insure conformity. 
(tis the observatfon of the Depar,tment, through field work performed by the 
Deputy Commissioner, that the law is being followed in a most complete manner~ 
· Manufacturers, except for rare exceptions, provide that all articles have the 
requ·i red white c 1 oth ·tag attached to the product. Both manufacturers and reta i 1 ers 
are aware of the adhesive stamp requirement and in most instances have them properly 
attached to the white cloth tag. Occasional violations are noted and when brought 
to the attention of the people conce~ned are quickly corrected. 
A budget analysis and field inspection report for the biennium follow. 
Bedding Division 
Expenditures 1960-61 1961-62 
Persona 1 Services 5,843.25 5,096.00 
Travel 218.66 151. 73 
Al 1 Other 119 .74 951.40 
Total Expenditures 6, 181.65 6, 199. 13 
BEDDING INCOME: 6,075.00 6,260.00 
Bedding lnspectfon Report 
1960-61 - 1961-62 
For the year July 1, 1960 to June 30, 1961 
Number of Inspections 283 
Number of Violations 161 
Number of new manufacturers 57 
registered 
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For the year July 1, 1961 to June 30, 1962 
Number of Inspections 178 
Number of Violations 273 
Number of new manufacturers 65 
registered 
It is noted that in the second half of the bi ennium, while the number of 
inspections were substantially less, there was an increase in the number of 
violattons disclosed. We do not believe this represented an increased laxity 
in the observance of the law but reflects a more detailed examination of the 
retailer's stock. 
A visit to a retail establishment ts recorded as one inspection. Jn 
that store is merchandise representing the product of from one to many 
manufacturers and violations are recorded on the basis of those who have 
products not tn compliance with the law. Relating the violations to the 
number of manufacturers and to the number of products establishes the fact 
that the degree of compliance 1s very good. 
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To: Miss Marlon E. Martin, ommissioner of Labor and Industry 
From: C. Wilder Smith, Deputy Commissioner of Labor and Industry 
Re: Payment of \fage Law 
Section 50, Chapter 30, Revised Statutes of Maine, as amended, provfdes 
that any employee, leaving his or her employment, shall be pafd in fu11 within 
a reasonable time after demand at the office of the employer where payrolls 
are kept and wages are paid. ~eing charged with the administration of this 
section of the law, the Department receives complatnts that 1.vages have not been 
paid. lt is the policy, after the facts have been established, to get in touch 
with the employer involved and state the specific com~lafnt that we have re-
cefved. Reference Is made to the applicable statute and he is requested to 
arrange a settlement, if the claim ts valid. 
lt s the experfence of th~ Department that our intervention results in 
a settlement betng concluded in a reasonable time. Fortunately it is .necessary 
to resort to court action in on l y a few of the complaints that are referred to 
us. 
The refusal of an employer to pay wages owed an employee does not occur at 
an alarming rate. However, the comp1aints received indicate the nece·ssity for 
a proper 1aw governing payment of wages. We feel certain ttet the presence of 
the particular statute and the Department 1s handling of it ts a deterring factor 
in keeping violations of this nature to a minimum. A report noting the activity 
In this field follows: 
Payment of Wage 
For the -year July 1, 1960 to June 30, 1961 
Number of Complaints 
By visit or telephone 
By letter 
Number of Investigations 
By visit 
By telephone or letter 
For the year July 1, 1961 to June 30, 1962 
Number of Complaints 
By visit or telephone 
By letter 
Number of Investigations 
By vtstt 
By telephone or letter 
Prosecutions 
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97 
16 
153 
250 
131 
3 
128 
228 
169 
381 
131 
3 
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Commissioner's Activities 
fn addition to supervising the work that is detailed In the Directors of the 
Divisions' Reports, the Commissioner has the responsibility of approving a11 Indus-
trial Accident Convnission Agreements entered into between the injured and the em-
ployer or hfs insurance carrier. Durfng the biennium, 4, 146 and 4,047 Agreements 
were approved In 1960 and 1961 respectively. 
Other regular duties of the Commissioner is to serve as a consultant to 
the Apprentfceship Council; to serve as Secretary of the (nterdepartmental 
Safety Board and as a member of the Board of Mental Retardation, being Chairman 
during the 1960-61 period. 
Possibly the most Important function that t e Commissioner performs, aside 
from the admlnistrati~n of the Department as a wh0le, is the sponsJrJng of a 
legislative program. In addit1on, an important activity is the day by day advice 
and c~unse1 given to various interested parties. The requests for information 
come frorr. labor, management, the public, government and insurance people. 
Their requests for assisblnce run all the way from Interpretation of the law to 
drafting legislation for changes. 
There are various reports requested by agencias varying from lnternationa1 
Associations of Governmental Labor Officials to newspapers requesting articles on 
specffic subjects. 
The public relations end of the work includes speeches before various groups 
from high school and university student assemblies and classes to service clubs, 
women's groups, labor groups and at various plant functions, to taking part in 
seminars and panel discussions. 
We participate in the lnternational ssociation of Governmental Labor Officials, 
the Northeastern Seaboard Conference, the National Safety Council and various 
Secretary of Labor Conferences. It is through these agencies that we keep abreast 
of de,elopments tn fields of interest to the Department. We have excellent relations 
with the Association of Casualty and Surety Companies, the American Society of Safety 
Engineers, the American Standards ssociation and the various divisions of the U.S. 
Department of Labor. 
On December 14·15, 1961, the seeds that we have been nursing for some years 
came to fruition when the University of Maine held a two-day Seminar on Labor-
Management Relations. It was attended by labor, management, government and 
Insurance representatives. lt was well received. We cooperated with the University 
by obtaining speakers and developing a mailing list for them. 
To sum it up, the Department's activities and specifically the Commissioner's 
duties are a melange which has a broad spectrum. No two days are alike; all 
problems are different; and it involves everything from public relations to 
technical and legal know-how. The one standard that we try to maintain at a11 
times is to represent the public Interest. Since we are the Department of Labor 
and fndustry, it is perhaps a contradiction in terms to say that we are neither 
pro-labor nor anti-labor; neither pro-industry nor anti-industry. We endeavor 
to be objective and to be of such service as is requested of us. 
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l wish in closing to commend the loyalty and dedication of an exceptional 
staff. The work is difficult. They use judgment and tact ~n corr.ecting conditions 
that are in violation of the law as attested to by the compliments that are paid 
them for their work. They are acclaimed foi their fairness, tact, discretion and 
ability. They, indeed, are fine public ser~nts. 
No report would be complete un1ess l expressed to you in writing what I have 
expressed personally to you on previous occasio~s and that is the deep appreciation 
that our Dapartment has for the interest which ycu have shown in our work; the 
understanding and patience you have exhibited ·in considerihg our problems; and, 
the sound advice and leadership which yJu have ~mfai 1 ingly . given.· 
Respectfully submitted, 
Marion E. Martin, Commissioner 
Department of Labor and Industry 
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MAINE CONSTRUCTION SAFETY RULES ANO REGULATIONS 
ADOPTED December 27, 1960 Effective March 27, 1961 
Amendments Adopted June 21, 1962 Effective September 19, 1962 
(The Amendments are Paragraph I I. 1.2A and Section 2, Paragraph I 2.11 and I 28 
through I 2.SB.) 
(N.B. The effective date of the Amendments is September 19, 1962 and the ef-
fective date of a 11 others was March 27, 1961) 
PART I: POWDER ACTUATED TOOLS 
Section 1. General. 
1.1.1 Power Load: Means any substance in any form capable of 
producing a propellant force. 
I 1.1.2 Powder Actuated Tool: Means a tool or machine which by means · 
of a power load propels or discharges a stud, pin, or fastener for the 
purpose of impinging it upon, affixing it to, or penetrating another 
object or material. 
I 1. 1.2A Piston Tool - Low Velocity Type means a tool that utilizes 
a piston to drive a stud, pin or fastener into a work surface Qnd is so 
designed that when used with any commercially available power load that 
will chamber in the tool and a~oper stud, pin or fastener it will not 
cause such stud, pin or fastener to have a velocity in excess of 300 feet 
per second when measured 6.5' from the muzzle end of the barrel. 
(Note: This measurement is obtained by use of accepted ballistic test methods) 
I 1.1.3 Tool: Means a powder actuated tool, unless otherwise indi-
cated and shall include all accessories pertaining thereto. 
I 1.1.4 Protective Shield or Guard: Means a device or guard attached 
to the muzzle end of the tool which is designed to confine flying particles. 
I 1.1.5 Stud, Pin or Fastener: Means a fastening device specially 
designed and manufactured for use in tools. 
I 1.2 No person sha11 operate a powder actuated tool unless he has 
been instructed and trained in its proper use. Such instruction should 
be furnished by the manufacturer or his authorized agent, but may be 
furnished by a properly certified member of the contractor's staff. The 
trainer shall furnish the trainee with written certification of his 
satisfactory completion of training. Such certification may take the form 
of a standard operators card as recommended by the Powder Actuated Tool 
Manufacturers Institute. 
I 1.3 Such instruction and training shall include the following 
procedures: 
The operator shall be trained to clean the tool correctly and to 
recognize any worn or defective parts or defective operation. He must also 
be able to use the tool safely under varying conditions, know the limita-
tions of its use, and demonstrate his competence by actually firing the 
tool in the presence of the trainer. ffe must be familiar with the provisions 
l : . 
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of this code and instructions provided by the manufacturer for operation 
and care. 
I 1.4 Only powder actuated charges, studs, pins or fasteners so 
designed and recommended for use in a specific tool by the manufacturer shall 
be used. 
Section 2. Tool Design 
I 2. 1 The muzzle end of the tool shall have a protective shield or 
guard at least 3! inches in diameter, mounted perpendicular to the barrel 
and designed to confine any flying fragments or particles that might 
otherwise create a hazard at the time of firing. 
I 2.2 Where a standard shield or guard cannot be used, or where 
it does not cover all apparent avenues through which flying particles might 
escape, a special shield or guard, fixture or jig, designed and built by 
the manufacturer of the tool being used, which provides this degree of 
protection, sha11 be used as a substitute. 
I 2.3 The tool shall be so designed that it cannot be fired unless 
it is equipped with a standard protective shield or guard, or a special 
shield or guard, fixture or jig. 
I 2.4 The firing mechanism shall be so designed that the too1 cannot 
fire during loading or preparation to fire, or if the tool is dropped while 
loaded. 
I 2.5 Firing of the tool shall be dependent upon at least two 
separate and distinct operations of the operator, with the final firing 
movement being separate from the operation of bringing the tool into the 
firing position. 
2.6 The tool shall be so designed as not to be operable other than 
against a work surface and unless the operator i5 holding the tool against 
the work surface with a force of at least five (5) pounds greater than 
the total weight of the tool. 
I 2.7 The tool shall be so designed that it will not operate when 
equipped with the standard guard indexed to the center position, if the 
bearing surface of the guard is tilted more than 8° from contact with 
the work surface. 
I 2.8 The tool shall be so designed that positive means of varying 
the power are available or can be made available to the operator as part 
of the tool, or as an auxiliary, in order to make it possible for the 
operator to select a power level adequate to perform the desired work with-
out excessive force. 
I 2.9 The tool shall be so designed that all breeching parts wi 11 be 
visible to allow a check for any foreign matter that may be present. 
f , 
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I 2.10 The tool shall be so designed that all parts of the tool wl11 
be of adequate strength to resist maximum stresses expected upon firing when 
using any commercially available power 1oad which will chamber in the tool. 
I 2. 11 Piston Type~ Low Velocity Type shall be exempt from the 
provisions of Section 2.1 through 2. 10 
I 2 B Piston tools - low velocity type shall have characteristics 
outlined below. 
2.1 B Protective Shield or Guards 
a. The muzzle end of the tool shall be designed so that 
suitable protective shield, guards, jigs or fixtures 
designed and built by the manufacturer of the tool being 
used, can be mounted perpendicular to the barrel. 
2.2 B F!rlng Mechanism 
a. The firing mechanism shall be so designed that the tool 
cannot f1re while loading or preparation to fire or if 
the tool is dropped while loaded. 
Firing of the tool shall be dependent upon at least two 
separate and distinct operations of the operator, with 
the final firing movement being separate from the 
operation of bringing the tool into the firing position. 
b. The tool shall be so designed as not to be operable 
other than against a work surface and unless the operator 
is holding the tool against the work surface with a force 
of at least five (5) pounds greater than the total weight 
of the too 1. 
2.3 B Variable Power 
The tool shall be so designed that positive means of 
varying the power are available or can be made available t~ 
the operator as part of the tool, or as an auxiliary, in 
order to make It possible for the operator to select a 
power level adequate to perform the desired work without 
excessive force. 
2.4 B Inspection 
The tool shall be so designed that all breeching parts 
will be reasonablf visible to allow a check for any 
foreign matter that may be present. 
2.5 B Construction 
The tool shall be so designed that all parts of the tool 
will be adequate strength to resist maximum stresses 
expected upon firing when ustng any commerciaily 
available power load which wi 11 chamber in the tool. 

Section 3. Operation and Limitations of Use 
I 3.1 The tool shall be tested each day before loading to see that 
safety devices are in proper working condition. 
I 3.2 Method of testing shall be in accordance with the manufacturer's 
recommended procedure. 
I 3.3 Any tool found not tn proper working order shall be immediately 
removed from service and not used until proper repairs are made. The owner 
of the tool must have it serviced and inspected at regular intervals by 
competent service personnel and must not permit it to be altered or repaired 
except by repair men approved or recommended by the manufacturer. 
I 3.4 Fasteners shall not be driven into very hard or brittle materials 
including but not limited to cast iron, glazed tile, surface hardened steel, 
glass block, live rock, face brick or hollow tile. 
I 3.5 Driving into soft materials shall be avoided unless they are 
backed by a substance that will prevent the pin or fastener from pesstng 
completely through and creating a flying missile hazard on the other side. 
I 3.6 Fasteners shall not be driven directly into materials such as 
brick or concrete closer than three (3 11 ) inches from the unsupported edge 
or corner, or into steel surfaces closer than! inch fiom the ur.supported 
edge or corner, un1ess a special guard, fixture, or jig is used. 
I 3.7 When fastening other material, such as a 2 inch x 4 inch wood 
section to a concrete surface, it is permissible to drive a fastener of no 
· greater than 7/32 inch shank diameter, not closer than two (211 ) inches from 
the unsupported edge or corner of the work surface. 
I 3,8 Fasteners shall not be driven through existing holes unless 
a positive guide is used to secure accurate alignment. 
I 3.9 No fastening shall be attempted into a spalled area caused by 
an unsatisfactory fastening. 
3.10 Tools shall not be used in an explosive or flammable atmosphere. 
I 3.11 All tools shall be used with the correct shield or muzzle guard 
supplied by the manufacturer. 
I 3.12 No operator shall use a tool unless he is wearing safety 
goggles or safety glasses of an approved type. 
I 3.13 Before using a tool, the operator shall inspect it to determine 
to hfs satisfaction that it is clean, that all moving parts operate freely 
and that the barrel Is free from obstructions. 
I 3. 14 When a tool develops a defect during use, the operator shall 
Immediately cease to use ft until necessary repairs are made. 

I 3.15 Tools shall not be loaded until just prior to the intended 
firing time. Neither loaded nor empty tool s are to be pointed at any 
workman, and hands should be kept clear of open barrel end. 
I 3.16 No tool shall be loaded unless being prepared for immediate 
use, nor shall an unattended tool be left loaded. 
I 3.17 A tool or power load charges shall never be left unattended 
in a place where they would be availabie to unauthorized persons. 
f 3. 18 In case of a misfire, the operator shall hold the tool in the 
operating position for at least fifteen (15) seconds and shall continue to 
hold the muzzle against the work surface during dis·assembly or opening of 
the tool and removal of the power load. 
Section 4. Power Loads 
I 4. 1 A standard means of identifying the force of power load charges 
contained in the various cartridges to be used in tools shall be used. 
Such means of identification shall be a 1Jniform color system as follows: 
Colors 
Brown 
Green 
Ye 1 low 
Red 
Purple 
Black 
Charges 
Extra light 
Light 
Medium 
Heavy 
Extra Heavy 
Magnum 
I 4.2 Colors shall be strikingly printed on the cartridge container 
and color identification sha11 be further placed on the cartridge or 
wadding of each cartridge and shall provide a color indication of the 
powder charge contained therein. 
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